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====== DCL semantic audit of ade.dcl ======

Error in "property_column_C". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_C")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINETYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTVALUE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_THICKNESS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_column_D". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_D")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_column_D". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FEATURE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_column_D". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINEWEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_column_D". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PLOTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_define_qview". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveent". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_text_prefixes". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error. Widget named "default_dcl_settings" is undefined.

Error in "hatch_pattern_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin_newtable". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_history". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_history". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_history". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_ROW_ACTION")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tools". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_access_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_access_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_access_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_nested_link". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_edit_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_attach_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_description". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_KEY_TAG_1". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_cvt_notes". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_KEY_TAG_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_loadquery". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_loadquery". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_loadquery". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_loadquery". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_loadquery". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_KEY_TAG_3". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_table_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_table_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_table_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_table_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_output_filename". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FEATURE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_PROP")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ATTRIB")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_data". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_ROW_ACTION")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_action". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_external". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "saveqry". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error. Widget named "spacer_0" is undefined.

Error in "qview_edit_scale". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_edit_scale". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_edit_scale". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qview_edit_scale". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_cancel_help". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_cond_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_cond_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_cond_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_cond_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_admin_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_admin_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDEFDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FEATURE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_PROP")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_dataqry_type". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ATTRIB")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drive_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_runquery_library". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_runquery_library". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_runquery_library". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_runquery_library". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_runquery_library". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drive_admin_actions". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_define_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_LINK_TYPE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DB_LINK_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCKS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_LINK_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_LINK_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ENCLOSED_BLOCKS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_LINK_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ENCLOSED_TEXT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "gen_od_index". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "gen_od_index". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "gen_od_index". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "gen_od_index". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "gen_od_index". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_lut_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "hatch_rotate_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_test_value". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_define_text". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_field_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_field_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_field_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_field_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_field_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_SET_TYPE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DB_DATA_SET_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_DATA_SET_TYPE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "dwg_settings_transformation". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_transformation". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_transformation". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_transformation". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_transformation". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_control". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FEATURE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_PROP")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ATTRIB")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = popup_list, key = "ID_PLIST_OPERATORS")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_data_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_JOINING")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AND")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_QUERY_TYPE")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PREVIEW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_DRAW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_REPORT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info_buttons". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info_buttons". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_drawing_mgt". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docview_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_box_dialog". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_box_dialog". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_box_dialog". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "edit_box_dialog". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "report_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_whohasit". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_whohasit". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_whohasit". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_whohasit". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_JOINING")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AND")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_lib_change_cat". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_lib_change_cat". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_zoom_extents". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_JOINING")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AND")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "drawing_settings". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "report". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "hatch_scale_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgsetman". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_desc". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_warninglock". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_warninglock". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_warninglock". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_justification". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_name". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_new_category". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_dataqry_tables". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_alias_confirm_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_alias_confirm_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_alias_confirm_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_alias_confirm_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgmgt_user_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgmgt_user_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgmgt_user_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_categories". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_infolist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_text_style". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_help". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_SELECT_TABLE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_SELECT_TABLE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_SELECT_TABLE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lpn_plist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lpn_plist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_query_types". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_query_types". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_QUERY_TYPE")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "query_query_types". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PREVIEW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "query_query_types". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_DRAW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "query_query_types". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_REPORT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "qry_lib_rename_cat". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_lib_rename_cat". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_queries". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qlib_queries". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_define_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_define_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_define_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_define_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_JOINING")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "query_define_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AND")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "query_define_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "query_define_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_CONVERT_ORIG")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_KEEP_ORIG")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_DEL_ORIG")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJCONVERT". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_cmdline". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_joining_operators". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_joining_operators". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_JOINING")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "query_joining_operators". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AND")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "query_joining_operators". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_info". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_TILES". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_list_select". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_list_select". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_list_select". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_list_select". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_list_select". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_actions". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_1". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_1". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_close_help". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_save_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "qry_default_dir". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_row_2". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_A")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCK_NAME")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_COLOR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ELEVATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_HEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_B")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LAYER")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINETYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINEWEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PLOTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_C")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ROTATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_SCALE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_THICKNESS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_WIDTH")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_D")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTVALUE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "properties_to_alter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_A")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AREA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCK_NAME")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_COLOR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ELEVATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_B")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ENTITY_TYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_GROUP")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LAYER")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LENGTH")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_C")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINETYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTVALUE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_THICKNESS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_D")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FEATURE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINEWEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PLOTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_condition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_admin_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_admin_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_history_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_history_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lib_selected_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_expr". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "range_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_BOUNDARY")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ALL")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BUFFFENCE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_CIRCLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_FENCE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POINT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POLYGON")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POLYLINE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_WINDOW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_SELECTION_TYPE")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_INSIDE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_CROSSING")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_POLYLINE_MODE")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POLY_POLY")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POLY_FENCE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_location_query". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_POLY_BUFFER")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_location_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_actions_radio_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_QUERY_TYPE")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_actions_radio_column". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PREVIEW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_actions_radio_column". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_DRAW")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "ade_actions_radio_column". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_REPORT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "data_tool_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_list_box". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "docacc_definition". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_edit_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_edit_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_edit_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_MARKERS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_A")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCK_NAME")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_COLOR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ELEVATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_HEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_B")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LAYER")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINETYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINEWEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PLOTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_C")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ROTATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_SCALE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_THICKNESS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_WIDTH")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_D")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTVALUE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "property_alteration". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_layer". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_default_cancel_help". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_default_cancel_help". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_NONE_TYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEMPORARY_TYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_STANDARD_TYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "Topology_Query_Result". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "index_maint". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_color". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_saveback". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_saveback". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_saveback". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_cancel". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_ok_cancel". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "alt_property_column_A". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_A")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "alt_property_column_A". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCK_NAME")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_A". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_COLOR")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_A". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ELEVATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_A". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_HEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_property_one_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_login". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_login". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_login". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_user_login". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "alt_property_column_B". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_B")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "alt_property_column_B". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LAYER")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_B". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINETYPE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_B". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_LINEWEIGHT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_B". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PLOTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "dwg_settings_drawing_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_drawing_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_drawing_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwg_settings_drawing_list". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_privileges". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "alt_property_column_C". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_C")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "alt_property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ROTATION")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_SCALE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_THICKNESS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_C". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_WIDTH")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "data_edit_actions". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dadm_newtable_fields". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_saveorder_cluster". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_build_cond". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "lib_queries". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "alt_property_column_D". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "alt_property_column_D". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "ID_RCOLL_PROP_D")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "alt_property_column_D". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTSTYLE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "alt_property_column_D". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXTVALUE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "alt_property_column_E". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_dwglist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_dwglist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_dwglist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_dwglist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgstat_dwglist". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_filter_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_filter_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_filter_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_filter_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_filter_row". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_admin". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_dir". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_text_row_insert_point". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_name_password". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_name_password". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "user_name_password". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_BLOCKS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_TEXT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ENCLOSED_BLOCKS")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ENCLOSED_TEXT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_OBJECT_DATA")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ASE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_NONE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_EXIST")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_CREATE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DATABASE_LINKING". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ADEDOCVIEW". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "sql_actions". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_hatch_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_ACORRECT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_MCORRECT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DRAWING_CLEANUP_OPTIONS". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "prop_edit_color_tight". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "data_tool_editone". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_slider". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_current_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_current_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_current_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_current_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_current_query". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_AUTOSEL")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_PROMPT")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DWGCLEAN_OBJECTSELECTION". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_display_filter". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "DB_DATA_VALIDATE". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "DB_DATA_VALIDATE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_NONE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_DATA_VALIDATE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_EXIST")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Warning in "DB_DATA_VALIDATE". (widget type = radio_button, key = "ID_RBUTT_VALIDATE_CREATE")
    A radio button\'s parent must be a radio cluster.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_launch". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_show_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_show_column". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_selectsql_tables". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "dwgset_select_all". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "property_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Warning in "property_expression". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Attribute \'alignment\' has a value of the wrong type.
    It should be top, centered, or bottom.

Error in "ade_confirm4". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_confirm4". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_confirm4". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_SQL_columns". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "ade_SQL_columns". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "doc_acc_edit_ext". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_query_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
    Widgets of this type cannot have children.

Error in "query_query_options". (widget type = ** undefined **, key = "")
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TERMS AND CONDITION FOR USE: 



 



The electronic files DR_404Washes_DSB4L-DSB1N.dwg that attached for your convenience is 



the property of Arizona State Land Department. By accepting delivery, the recipient agrees to 



indemnify and hold ASLD harmless from any liability arising from the use of this data. 



This electronic data is subject to change and updates are the responsibility of the recipient. ASLD 



is not responsible for updating this data or for compatibility with recipient’s hardware and/or 



software. Please check this data for virus contamination prior to use. 
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ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. _________________ 



 



PARADISE RIDGE 



 



CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT & 



CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 



 



ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND TRANSFER VALIDATION FORM 



PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 



 



The undersigned authorized representative of Transferee, _______________________________, 



hereby acknowledges on behalf of Transferee: 



 



I have received, read, and reviewed in its entirety the CWA Section 404 Individual Permit No. 



1999-16129-RWF (“CWA 404 Permit”), issued May 5, 2002, and most recently amended May 1, 



2017.  I understand the contents and acknowledge Transferee’s responsibility, obligation, and 



liability to ensure compliance with all of the general and special terms and conditions contained 



therein.  I understand that any violation of the CWA 404 Permit is enforceable by the U.S. Army 



Corps of Engineers (“Corps”). Initials: _____ 



 



I have received, read, and reviewed in its entirety the terms and conditions of the CWA Section 



401 Water Quality Certification from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (“CWA 



401 Permit”), issued October 12, 2001, and most recently amended March 8, 2017.  I understand 



the contents and acknowledge Transferee’s responsibility, obligation, and liability to ensure 



compliance with all of the general and special terms and conditions contained therein.  I understand 



that any violation of the CWA 401 Permit is enforceable by the U.S. Environmental Protection 



Agency. Initials: _____ 



 



If the structures or work authorized by the CWA 404 or CWA 401 Permits are still in existence or 



the activities authorized under those Permits are uncompleted at the time of a subsequent property 



transfer, the terms and conditions of CWA 404 and CWA 401 Permits will be fully assumed by 



and continue to be legally binding upon the subsequent transferee of the property.  Transferee 



hereby agrees to condition its subsequent property transfer upon the subsequent transferee’s 



compliance with the terms of the CWA 404 and CWA 401 Permits and to provide to the subsequent 



transferee a copy of the Permits and a copy of this form to complete and return to the Corps’ Los 



Angeles District office. 



 



Transferee acknowledges that it is obligated to submit to the Corps’ Los Angeles District office 



the information required in Special Condition a(ii) of the CWA 404 Permit. 



 



Transferee acknowledges, as required in Special Condition c of the CWA 404 Permit, that if it 



wishes to make minor changes to the existing legal descriptions of the washes, it must prior to any 



ground disturbing activity (i) consult with and obtain the consent of the Corps and (ii) submit to 



the Corps a revised deed restriction document within 30 days after receipt, whichever is later, of 



the consent of the Corps or of final zoning or plat approval that authorizes the revised wash corridor 



from the permitting county or municipality. 



 



A patent-Transferee hereby agrees to release the Arizona State Land Department (“ASLD”) and 



acknowledges that ASLD is hereby released as Permittee for the CWA 404 Permit and CWA 401 



Permit for the patent transferred parcel. 











ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. _________________ 



 



 



If not a patent-transferee, Transferee hereby agrees that upon any future transfer, assignment, 



partial assignment, or sublease, Transferee must provide a transfer form to ASLD, and ASLD will 



provide that to the Corps.  In addition, if any work will be performed that is covered by the CWA 



404 or CWA 401 Permits, the Transferee or future transferee must, upon attaining the following 



information, provide ASLD with: 



• Project Manager/Engineer, company name, address, and phone number. 



• Project Schedule including tasks, duration (in weeks), estimated starting date, estimated 



completion date. 



• List of contractor(s), address(es), phone number(s). 



• Project Location Map, and maps & detailed drawings depicting location and proposed 



development. 



• A memo describing the mitigation and/or historic obligation associated with the subject 



property. 



Transferee must provide the information in a notarized letter signed by the Project Manager or 



Engineer and send the letter to: Planning & Engineering Section, Arizona State Land Department, 



1616 West Adams Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007.  A copy must be retained by the Transferee. 



 



Transferee represents and warrants that the person whose signature is affixed below is duly 



authorized by law to execute this Acknowledgement on its behalf and that the Transferee is duly 



authorized by law to enter into this Agreement. 



 
Printed Name of Transferee _______________________________________________________ 



 



Complete address _______________________________________________________________ 



 



Phone number __________________________________________________________________ 



 



________________________________________________  ___________________ 



Signature of Authorized Representative     Date 



 



________________________________________________________________________ 



 Printed name and title of Authorized Representative 



 



 



State of __________________________  ) 



      ) 



County of ________________________  ) 



 



 



The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ________________, 20_____, 



 



by _______________________________________. 



 



 



My Commission Expires: ____________________  ___________________________ 



   Notary Public 
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 ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. _________________ 




     




Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit – Form #2      rev. 2/21/2013 




PARADISE RIDGE 




 




CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT, & 




CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 




 




TRANSFER VALIDATION FORM 




PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 




 




 




 




 




 




 Effective as the date of transfer to the City of Phoenix of an interest in the real property, and when 




the structures or work authorized by this permit are still in existence or the activities authorized under this 




permit are uncompleted at the time of property transfer, the terms and conditions of this permit pertaining 




to such property will be fully assumed by and continue to be legally binding upon the transferee of the 




property. To validate the transfer of this permit and the associated liabilities associated with compliance 




with its terms and conditions, have the transferee sign and date below. 




 




 




 




 




______________________________________  ________________ 




Transferee       Date 




 




 




 




 




 




State of __________________________  ) 




      ) 




County of ________________________  ) 




 




 




The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 




 




by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 




 




 




 




 




 




 




_____________________________   (seal)  




Notary Public 




 


















  ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. ___________________ 




  




Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit – Form #3  Rev.2/21/2013 




PARADISE RIDGE 




 




CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA) SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT 




& CWA SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 




TERMS AND CONDITIONS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 




PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 




 




I have read the CWA Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF in its entirety. I understand the contents 




and acknowledge my responsibility to ensure compliance with all of the general and special conditions contained 




therein. I understand that any violation of the permit is enforceable by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. I further 




understand that the mitigation bond will be used to pay for any and all features of the natural and/or reconstructed 




riparian wash corridors that I do not successfully complete. Furthermore, I have also read the terms and conditions 




of the CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality dated 




April 4, 2012. I understand that any violation of the certification is enforceable by the U.S. Environmental 




Protection Agency.   




 




Effective as the date of transfer to the City of Phoenix of an interest in the real property, and when the structures or 




work authorized by this permit are still in existence or the activities authorized under this permit are uncompleted at 




the time of property transfer, the terms and conditions of this permit pertaining to such property will be fully 




assumed by and continue to be legally binding upon the transferee of the property. As a Transferee or Project 




Manager/Engineer of Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF, I agree to comply with the terms and conditions & the 




associated liabilities. 




 




1. Print the name of the Transferee (owner/lessee)_______________________________________________ 




Company/firm name_____________________________________________________________________ 




Complete address_______________________________________________________________________ 




Phone number ___________________________  




 




_______________________________________ __________  ______________ 




Signature of Transferee       Date  




 




2. Print the name of the Project Manager/Engineer _____________________________________________ 




Company/Firm name __________________________________________________________________ 




Complete address _____________________________________________________________________ 




Phone number ___________________________   




 




_______________________________________ __________  ________________ 




 Signature of Project Manager/Engineer     Date  




 




The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 




by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 




 




_____________________________   (seal)  




Notary Public 




 
3. Attach the following: 




 Project Schedule including tasks, duration (in weeks), estimated starting date, estimated completion date.  




 List of contractor(s), address(es), phone number(s).  




 Project Location Map, and maps & detailed drawings depicting location and proposed development. 




 A memo describing the mitigation and/or historic obligation associated with the subject property. 




 




4. Return this original form and 1 copy, including the attachments to: Engineering Section, Arizona State Land 




Department, 1616 West Adams Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007.  




 




5. Retain a copy for your files. 


















  ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. ___________________ 




Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit - Form #1  Rev. 2/21/2013 




 




PARADISE RIDGE 




 




ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF  




CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 




TERMS AND CONDITIONS, AND SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 




 




 




The undersigned hereby acknowledges that on the date stated below he/she/it has received and 




reviewed, in the entirety, the following documents: 




 




(1) Clean Water Act Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF; and 




 




(2) Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Arizona State Land 




Department of Environmental Quality dated April 4, 2012. 




 




 




Name of Entity:________________________________________________________________________ 




Mailing address of Entity:________________________________________________________________ 




Phone number:________________________________________________________________________ 




 




______________________________________________ ________________________________ 




Signature        Date 




 




_____________________________________________________________________________________ 




Printed name, title and authority of signer 




 




 




 




 




 




State of __________________________  ) 




      ) 




County of ________________________  ) 




 




 




The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 




 




by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 




 




 




 




 




 




_____________________________   (seal)  




Notary Public 
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Table 1.  Total acres of WUS's, total WUS acres preserved, WUS acres impacted, and mitigation
components at Paradise Ridge.





Prior Updated
TOTAL WUS ACRES AT PARADISE RIDGE 47.89 47.89





High 25.54 25.54
Medium 20.05 20.05
Low 2.30 2.30





TOTAL WUS ACRES PRESERVED 13.82 13.67
High 11.74 11.59
Medium 2.05 2.05
Low 0.03 0.03





TOTAL WUS ACRES IMPACTED 34.08 34.23
High 13.81 13.96
Medium 17.99 17.99
Low 2.27 2.27 Prior Updated





Credited Credited
Ratio Ratio





OVERALL MITIGATION RATIO (Pertaining to Acreage) 4.85:1 4.95:1 4.05:1 4.12:1
High 6.00:1 6.00:1 4.61:1 4.57:1
Medium 4.00:1 4.00:1 3.87:1 4.04:1
Low 2.00:1 2.00:1 2.00:1 2.00:1





Prior Updated
Mitigation Credited Credited





Riparian habitat associated with High Value Avoided Washes 35.65 35.97 17.83 17.98
Reconstructed & New High Value Washes/Stock Tank 45.85 45.76 45.85 45.76





81.49 81.73 63.68 63.74





Riparian habitat associated with Medium Value Avoided Washes 19.14 20.83 9.57 10.41
Reconstructed & New Medium Value Washes 60.10 62.35 60.10 62.35





79.25 83.18 69.67 72.76





Riparian habitat associated with Low Value Avoided Washes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Reconstructed & New Low Value Washes 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55





4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55





12/10/2010 TOTAL 165.29 169.46 137.90 141.05





EXHIBIT 9
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 





 
CWA Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF 





Request for Permit Modification 
 





December 10, 2010 
 





 
This document provides a summary of the updates to the Paradise Ridge Drainage Master Plan, describes 
enhancements to the function and service of the jurisdictional Waters of the United States (WUS), and 
quantifies the 404 mitigation areas.  This information is provided in support of the Arizona State Land 
Department (ASLD or Department) request for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE or Corps) approval 
of modification of the current Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF. 
 
The USACE Los Angeles District issued the referenced permit to ASLD on May 2, 2002.  The permit was 
amended May 3, 2007 extending the completion date to May 1, 2012.  The permit authorizes impact to a 
total of 34.08 acres of CWA Section 404 jurisdictional area in unnamed washes during the course of 
constructing road crossings, flood control facilities, utility systems, golf course facilities, and building pads 
as associated with the Paradise Ridge development.  Paradise Ridge is a planned community development 
of 2,131 acres of Arizona State Trust Land located in Sections 15, 22, 27, 33, and 34, T4N, R4E, 
G&SRBM, Phoenix, Maricopa County, Arizona.  (See Exhibit 1 – 2002 404 Permit Wash System). 
 
Paradise Ridge Drainage Master Plan Updates 
 
Since the permit was issued in 2002, the Paradise Ridge land use plan has evolved reflecting market 
conditions and development trends (See Exhibit 2 – 2010 Proposed Land Use Map).  Modifications to the 
land plan necessitated changes to the drainage master plan (See Exhibit 3 – 2010 404 Permit Proposed 
Wash System).  As a result of those changes, enhancement of the form and function of the drainage 
channel system from both an engineering and biological perspective is achieved.    
 
The Paradise Ridge Conceptual Drainage Master Plan (Olsson Associates, 2010) is attached.  That report 
summarizes the hydrologic, hydraulic, and sediment transport analyses performed using standard-of-
practice methodologies and in accordance with applicable procedures accepted by the City of Phoenix, 
Flood Control District of Maricopa County, and Arizona Department of Transportation.   
 
The 2010 Paradise Ridge Drainage Master Plan is an update to previous studies, as follows: 
 





 Hydrology Analysis, Jurisdictional “404” Washes, Master Drainage Plan, Paradise Ridge, Phoenix, 
Arizona (Robert L. Ward, March, 2001) 





 Concept Drainage Plan for Paradise Ridge (Robert L. Ward, October, 2006) 
 Updated Hydraulics Study Paradise Ridge North of Deer Valley Drainage Corridor (Gannett 





Fleming, January 2008). 
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Key elements of the updates incorporated in the 2010 Paradise Ridge Conceptual Drainage Master Plan as 
compared to the original 2002 plan include the following: 
 





 Revised hydrology to reflect updates in the land use plan; 
 Refined drainage channel footprints and alignments based on new, more accurate 2006 mapping; 
 Revised hydraulics to incorporate refinements to the wash corridor system; 
 Assessed sedimentation and O&M issues relating to the Deer Valley drainage corridor; and  
 Recommended a sediment pass-through system. 





 
The updates briefly listed above are fully documented in the following reports which are included as 
appendices to the Paradise Ridge Conceptual Master Drainage Plan report (Olsson Associates, 2010), as 
noted below: 
 





 Hydrology – Paradise Ridge, Phoenix, Arizona, Concept Drainage Plan Hydrology Update (Robert 
L. Ward, May, 2010).  This report is provided as Appendix A.  The updated hydrology based on 
HEC-1 modeling reflects the current land use plan for Paradise Ridge as well as existing and 
proposed improvements in the watershed east of Scottsdale Road.  The hydrology is based on the 
100-year, 24-hour storm event and the resultant discharges are used for the hydraulic and 
sediment transport analyses. 





 
 Hydraulics – Paradise Ridge Conceptual Drainage Plan Report Hydraulics (Olsson Associates, 





July, 2010).  This report is provided as Appendix B.  The drainage concept for Paradise Ridge 
includes a network of natural riparian habitat wash corridors and reconstructed riparian habitat 
wash corridors to convey the on- and off-site flows through the project site in a configuration 
compatible with the land use plan.  A portion of the reconstructed riparian habitat wash corridors 
will be re-vegetated in compliance with the current 404 permit mitigation requirements.  The wash 
corridors are designed using HEC-RAS hydraulic modeling in conjunction with HEC-6 sediment 
transport modeling to convey the 100-year peak flows in a stable channel condition with sufficient 
freeboard.  Preliminary vertical profiles have been established for these channels.  Channel 
configuration alternatives were carefully evaluated and a preferred channel cross section for each 
wash corridor was developed suitable for hydraulic conveyance and sediment transport and 
meeting the 404 permit design criteria. 





 
 Sediment Transport – Paradise Ridge, Phoenix, Arizona, Master Drainage Plan Update, Sediment 





Transport Analysis Iteration 2.0 (Robert L. Ward, May, 2010).  This report is provided as Appendix 
C.  Both fixed-bed and mobile-bed HEC-6 models were created for the sediment transport analysis 
for both the 10- and 100-year events.  The HEC-6 modeling addressed the sediment inflows from 
Rawhide Wash and the Deer Valley Road channel.  The HEC-6 model results provide water 
surface elevations that were used to verify freeboard adequacy in the wash corridors.  An 
equilibrium slope analysis for the 10-year storm event was used to estimate long-term bed profile 
changes and to set channel cross section configurations to achieve sediment transport capacity 
necessary for pass-through capability. 





 
In addition, a separate Master Drainage Report for Paradise Ridge Functional Segment 4 (FS4) Zoning 
Case #Z-87-03-2 (Olsson Associates, September, 2010) is provided.  FS4 is bounded on the north by Deer 
Valley Drive, on the south by SR 101, on the east by Scottsdale Road, and on the west by 64th Street (See 
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Exhibit 4 – 2010 404 Permit Proposed Interim System).  FS4 is the area for which the Parcel 3A lessee 
agreed to construct infrastructure improvements (including drainage facilities) required for development of 
the Palisene project (Parcel 3A). 
 
The built-out drainage system for Paradise Ridge comprises a network of interconnected drainage 
channels to accept, distribute, and convey on-site runoff and off-site flows through the project area and 
eventually to the outfall at the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) Reach 11 right-of-way.  However, only a 
portion of the overall Paradise Ridge drainage system will be constructed initially as part of the FS4 
improvements.  The focus of the FS4 report addresses the partially completed, interim design to ensure the 
FS4 drainage infrastructure is sufficient to handle the interim flow condition. 
 
Function and Service of Jurisdictional WUS 
 
As a result of the updates made to the land use and drainage master plans for Paradise Ridge, a key 
outcome is the enhancement of the sediment transport characteristics in the drainage channel system and 
a consequent improvement of the hydraulic functioning of the drainage infrastructure.  In addition, the 
reconstructed wash corridors that are mitigation-creditable will be re-vegetated in accordance with the 
Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (HMMP) for the Paradise Ridge Development Project (Entranco, 
April, 2002).  The linear connectivity of the drainage channel system from the northern (upstream) end near 
Pinnacle Peak Road to the southern (downstream) outfall at the USBR Reach 11 basins provides 
enhanced contiguous habitat and continuity of potential wildlife corridors.  Thus, an overall improvement of 
the function and service of the jurisdictional WUS is achieved from an engineering and biological 
perspective. 
 
Engineering 
 
Sediment Pass-Through System.  The Deer Valley detention basin envisioned in the 2002 plan is replaced 
by the East-West Cannel to promote a sediment pass-through system.  The objective of the sediment pass-
through drainage system is to maintain sufficient energy to transport the sediment load inflow from large 
off-site watersheds through Paradise Ridge without causing sediment deposition.  Sediment deposition 
could fill in a portion of the channel, reducing channel capacity to the extent that the channel would 
overflow its banks.  The benefit of the sediment pass-through approach in mitigation areas within the wash 
corridors is avoidance of the need for periodic sediment removal and channel maintenance.  Detailed HEC-
6 sediment transport modeling and equilibrium slope analysis confirm that the sediment pass-through 
function is achieved during simulated flood events and in a long-term timeframe with the updated drainage 
channel system configuration. 
 
Wash Corridor Typical Sections.  Several options for the reconstructed wash corridor typical sections were 
evaluated during the design process.  Design considerations included avoidance of excessive scour and/or 
sedimentation, control of lateral channel migration, and maintenance of vertical channel profile.  The goal 
was to maintain channel integrity and meet the design criteria requirements of the HMMP.  The resultant 
channel cross sections are shown in the accompanying typical channel cross sections (See Exhibits 5 
through 8).  A discussion of the typical cross sections for the natural and reconstructed riparian habitat 
wash corridors follows: 
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 Natural Riparian Habitat Wash Corridor – The natural riparian habitat wash corridors comprise 





natural channels of varying widths around which the wash corridor cross sections are formed by 
construction of earthen berms along existing natural washes to contain the 100-year design flow 
plus freeboard (See Exhibit 5).  The berms are located a minimum of 20 feet from the top of the 
natural wash bank.  The natural riparian habitat wash corridors are preserved in their natural state 
except for roadway crossings.  The preserved natural riparian habitat wash corridor will be eligible 
for mitigation credit except for the original jurisdictional WUS.  Restrictive covenants will be 
recorded over the mitigation areas to ensure those areas are protected in perpetuity. 





 
 Reconstructed Riparian Habitat Wash Corridor – The reconstructed riparian habitat wash corridors 





comprise 6- or 8-point, inset trapezoidal cross sections of varying widths in order to contain the 
100-year flood with adequate freeboard (See Exhibits 6 through 8).  The wash corridor geometry is 
adjusted to contain the dominant 10-year discharge and to satisfy the HMMP design criterion of 2-
foot or less flow depth in the overbank during the 100-year event plus 1-foot of freeboard.  The 
overbank portions of the reconstructed wash corridors will be re-vegetated according to the 
requirements of the HMMP in those reaches which are mitigation credit eligible.  In reaches which 
will not be set aside for mitigation credit, the overbanks will receive alternative context-sensitive 
landscape and aesthetic treatments. 





 
The HMMP allows bank protection along the low flow channel in the reconstructed wash corridors 
(See 2002 HMMP, Figure 5, p. 28).  The flow velocities in the low flow portions of the Paradise 
Ridge reconstructed wash corridors are erodible and channel armoring is provided.  The low flow 
channel portion of the South Scottsdale Road Channel, the 64th Street Channel, the East Channel, 
and the West Channel will be fully lined.  The dimensions of the bottom width in the East and West 
Channels are such that full bottom lining is more cost-effective when compared to the construction 
of separate lining on both banks.  In order to replicate a more natural channel-like aesthetic, 3-feet 
of sandy material is proposed to backfill the bottom of the lined low flow channel.  The wash 
corridors will have a number of grade control structures in addition to the roadway crossings.   





 
ASLD previously sought the Corps’ guidance regarding the determination of which portions of the 
wash corridor cross sections are mitigation creditable as noted in the typical cross section exhibits.  
A longitudinal portion of the reconstructed wash corridors reaches are mitigation creditable while 
others are not; and, of the creditable reaches, a lateral portion of the wash corridor cross sections 
is creditable while the remainder is not.  The wash corridor overbanks in reaches that are re-
vegetated according to the HMMP requirements will be eligible for mitigation credit, but the lined 
low flow channel footprint itself in the reconstructed wash corridor will not be eligible. 





 
Interim Condition.  The Master Drainage Report for Paradise Ridge Functional Segment 4 (FS4) Zoning 
Case #Z-87-03-2 (Olsson Associates, September, 2010) documents the interim condition drainage facilities 
required as part of the FS4 infrastructure (See Exhibit 4).  The HEC-RAS hydraulic models and the HEC-6 
sediment transport models prepared for the Paradise Ridge Conceptual Drainage Plan were used to 
assess the flow characteristics in those portions of the East Channel, West Channel, South Scottsdale 
Road Channel, and 64th Street Channel located in FS4.  These will be constructed in their full built-out 
condition as part of the FS4 drainage improvements.  The FS4 interim condition drainage infrastructure 
also includes temporary facilities.  The temporary structures include four embankments aligned upstream of 
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FS4 for the purpose of intercepting natural overland flows north of Deer Valley Drive and diverting those 
flows into the upstream termini of the East, West, and 64th Street Channels.   
 
A FLO-2D model was used to assess the overland flow under existing conditions for the area upstream of 
the embankments for the purpose of determining whether or not the design discharges under the existing 
condition exceeded the full built-out design discharges used to size the FS4 permanent channels.  FLO-2D 
is a state-of-practice modeling software used to analyze two-dimensional flows in unconfined, overland 
sheetflow flooding conditions as found in Paradise Ridge under existing conditions.  The results of the FLO-
2D model indicated that the existing condition flows are lower than the full built-out condition flows for all of 
the FS4 channels.  In addition, the FLO-2D results were used to estimate flow depths upstream (north) of 
each of the temporary embankments.  The flow depths plus freeboard were the basis of design for the 
embankments. 
 
Biological 
 
The original drainage and mitigation corridor plan for the Paradise Ridge permit area called for many of the 
high and medium value wash corridors to flow through the high-use commercial and residential areas.  
These narrow corridors were interrupted by numerous, closely aligned road crossings and would ultimately 
be situated within areas of high density use.  From a habitat value and connectivity standpoint, this situation 
was not desirable.  Wider, more contiguous wash corridors provide a higher value habitat and more 
efficient travel and foraging areas for wildlife. 
 
The new drainage concept consolidates a number of the narrower washes into wider corridors.  The wider 
corridors will provide a higher-value, urban habitat for a variety of wildlife.  The higher value is due to the 
wider buffer the corridor provides and the more contiguous nature of the newly consolidated corridors.  The 
reaches of the corridors which will be credited towards the mitigation requirements will be densely 
vegetated, which will provide high quality urban habitat once fully developed.  Although these mitigation 
areas will be connected to reaches that are not mitigation corridors, which will be vegetated with a slightly 
lower density, the planted vegetation will still be dense enough to provide nesting, travel, and foraging 
cover.  It is believed that the new drainage concept will result in a higher habitat function and service than 
the original concept.   
 
Updated 404 Mitigation Quantities 
 
The HMMP (Entranco, 2002) documents the mitigation plan prepared to address unavoidable impacts to 
34.08 acres of jurisdictional WUS associated with the development of Paradise Ridge planned community 
development.  The Paradise Ridge WUS were previously classified as part of the 2002 HMMP as having 
high, medium, or low function and value based on habitat and hydrologic criteria.  Mitigation consists of 
construction of berms to contain preserved natural riparian habitat wash corridors and the reconstruction of 
riparian habitat wash corridors and the stock tank.  Jurisdictional washes ranked as having high function 
and value are to be mitigated at a ratio of 6:1 mitigation to impact acreage ratio, medium at 4:1, and low at 
2:1.  The actual credited acreage and associated ratio for the high value washes is slightly less than the 6:1 
figure since the preserved or avoided wash corridors, most of which were high value, were not given full 
mitigation credit from the Corps.  However, the replacement acreage; both total and credited; of the new 
drainage design still exceeds the average required replacement ratio of 4:1.  The total credited mitigated 
area for Paradise Ridge is 137.90 acres.   
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Table 1 of the 2002 HMMP (p. 2) lists the total acres of WUS, total WUS acres preserved, WUS acres 
impacted, and mitigation commitments in Paradise Ridge.  An updated Table 1 is attached which 
comparatively lists both the 2002 and 2010 preserved, impacted, and mitigation acreages and the 
mitigation ratios (See Exhibit 9).  Based on the 2010 Paradise Ridge Conceptual Drainage Master Plan 
update, the mitigation acreage increased by 3.15 acres to a total of 141.05 acres.  The average mitigation 
ratio increased as well to 4.12:1.  This increase in mitigation acreage and ratio, coupled with the enhanced 
engineering and biological characteristics of the updated drainage master plan, clearly demonstrate an 
overall benefit to the jurisdictional WUS located in Paradise Ridge. 
 
The spatial distribution of the preserved washes, reconstructed for mitigation washes, and reconstructed 
not for mitigation washes is shown in the 2010 404 permit proposed wash system map (See Exhibit 3).  
Note that the low flow portion of the reconstructed wash corridors and roadway crossings are not included 
in the mitigation area calculations.  In general, the following bullets summarize the net effect of the 2010 
Paradise Ridge Conceptual Master Drainage Plan refinement salient to the 404 permit: 
  





 Preserved washes remain preserved. 
 Some reconstructed wash locations change and/or are consolidated. 
 Reconstructed wash footprints and alignments are adjusted based on new more accurate mapping. 
 Overall mitigation acreage and mitigation ratios are increased. 
 Habitat continuity and connectivity are enhanced by consolidating the wash corridors. 
 Compliance is maintained with existing HMMP requirements. 
 The Interim Plan addresses phasing of the drainage plan implementation. 





 
Summary and Conclusions  
 
While the refinements emphasize an ‘avoidance and minimization’ strategy for disturbance and impacts to 
jurisdictional WUS, there are differences in the implications to the jurisdictional WUS as a result of the 
updated Paradise Ridge land development and drainage master plans as compared to those originally 
contemplated in 2002 under the current 404 permit.  As demonstrated in the supporting documentation 
provided herein, the Department’s position is that the proposed activities are minor and do not reach the 
threshold ‘above and beyond’ a minor permit modification.  In summary, the Department concludes the 
following: 
 





 The functionality of the drainage master plan is enhanced with the sediment-pass through 
approach. 





 The form of drainage master plan is enhanced with better habitat potential and continuity by 
consolidating riparian habitat wash corridors. 





 The 2010 drainage master plan refinements increase both mitigation acreage and mitigation ratios. 
 
ASLD requests that USACE issue a permit modification based on the new information provided herein that 
was not considered by your office in reaching the original public interest decision.   
 





































































































































DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 




3636 N CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 900 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85012-1939 




February 4, 2016




Ms. Lisa Atkins 
Commissioner 
Arizona State Land 
1616 West Adams Street  
Phoenix, Arizona  85007-2614 




SUBJECT:  Modification of Paradise Ridge Master Planned Development (Permit No. SPL-
1999-16129) 




Dear Ms. Atkins: 




Your request dated, September 16, 2015, to amend your Department of the Army permit for 
the Paradise Ridge Master Planned Development Project, (Permit No. SPL-1999-16129), which 
authorized you to discharge dredged and/or fill into a total of 85.7 acres of waters of the U.S. in 
association the Desert Ridge Master Planned Development Project located (Sections 15, 22, 27, 
33, and 34 of T4N, R4E) within the city of Phoenix, Maricopa County, Arizona is authorized. 




Under the provisions of 33 Code of Federal Regulations 325.7(b), your permit is modified to 
read as follows: 




SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
PERMIT NO. 1999-16129 




a. For purposes of this Permit, the term "Permittee" means the Arizona State Land
Department (“ASLD”) and/or any subsequent Transferee of all or a portion of any right
to or interest in parcels of land within the Paradise Ridge Development (“PRD”). For
purposes of this Permit, the term "Transferee" means the patentee pursuant to a patent
issued by ASLD, the holder of a Certificate of Purchase issued by ASLD, a lessee, a
grantee under a right-of-way issued by ASLD as grantor (“right-of-way” hereafter
referred to as an “easement”), or any other successor in interest of parcel(s) of land within
PRD. Upon patent transfer, ASLD is no longer the Permittee. In the case of a Certificate
of Purchase, lease or easement, ASLD will retain co-permittee status with the Transferee.
Each Permittee shall advise its Transferees of, and obtain their agreement to comply with,
the terms and conditions of this Permit. To accomplish this, each Permittee shall
condition its dispositions to a subsequent Transferee with the requirement that the
Transferee acknowledge being provided a copy of this Permit and agree to comply with
all terms and conditions of this Permit as the same relates to the transferred parcel(s). The
new Permittee shall:




i. Sign on the Transferee block located on the signature page of this Permit. By
signing the transferee block, the Transferees acknowledges being provided a
complete copy of this Permit, agrees to comply with all terms and conditions of
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this Permit, and agrees to release ASLD as Permittee for any patent transferred 
parcel(s). Upon signature, ASLD is released as the Permittee.  




ii. Provide the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Los Angeles District (“Corps”) with 
copies of the signature page with a signed Transferee block, brief project 
description and maps (the “Submittals”). Submittals shall be submitted electronic 
via email or FTP (https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/ ). 




The Submittal shall include:  
i. Location map depicting the location and proposed development of the 




applicable parcel(s). 




ii. Scaled aerial map depicting waters of the US, temporary and permanent 
impacts, and mitigation corridors.  




iii. Brief description of construction scope of work.  




iv. Statement of the preferred compensatory mitigation method and/or 
compliance with historic obligations associated with the parcel(s) under 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  




Any Permit transfer that has already occurred prior to this version of the Special 
Conditions, pursuant to a patent issued from ASLD to a Transferee, shall be 
deemed transferred and ASLD no longer the Permittee. 
 




b. The Permittee shall comply with all requirements and conditions in the state water quality 
certification that the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality signed on April 4, 
2012, and all subsequent renewals and modifications thereof. This certification 
demonstrates that the Permittee has complied with Section 401(a) of the Clean Water 
Act. A copy of this certificate is enclosed.  




c. Each Permittee shall mitigate its applicable portions of the 34.23 acres of unavoidable 
project impacts to waters of the United States by implementing, in full, the Habitat 
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (“HMMP”) dated April 30, 2002, and addendum dated 
February 15, 2011, that was developed for the PRD. See Special Conditions (f) below for 
the use of an approved mitigation bank or in lieu fee program as compensatory mitigation 
that is available to replace some requirements of the HMMP. The legal descriptions of 
the washes are attached. As part of this effort: 




i. Each Permittee that has acquired fee title or a certificate of purchase from ASLD 
or a subsequent party, and who has parcels that contain natural preserved or 
enhanced wash corridors or reconstructed wash corridors, must, prior to any 
ground disturbing activity, consult with the Corps to discuss any minor changes to 
the legal descriptions of the washes that may be necessary for development of the 
parcel. The Corps must not unreasonably withhold consent to minor wash corridor 
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changes as long as the mitigated acreage remains the same and the wash corridors 
are substantially similar.  




ii. Within thirty (30) days of final approval, or receipt of a final letter of acceptance, 
by the jurisdiction with oversight of the as-built drawings, each Permittee shall 
submit the final legal descriptions for the wash corridors in a deed restriction 
document to be approved by the Corps. 




iii. Each Permittee shall use the current deed restriction document created by the 
Corps' Office of Counsel, which shall be substantially similar in form to the 
model conservation easement presently in use by the United States Corps of 
Engineers - Los Angeles District office (copy attached) (the “Conservation 
Easement”). The Corps’ Office of Counsel must approve the deed restriction 
documents prior to recordation. The deed restriction documents shall be deemed 
approved thirty (30) days after submittal to the Corps, unless otherwise noted by 
the Corps.  




iv. Upon approval, the Permittee must record the deed restriction within ten (10) 
days. Evidence of recordation at the Maricopa County Recorder’s Office shall be 
submitted to the Corps within ten (10) days of recordation. Any Conservation 
Easement shall allow for passive recreation like walking or jogging when such 
activities are consistent with the purpose of the Conservation Easement.  




v. Prior to ground disturbing activity and during construction, the Permittee shall 
erect signs and/or other delineation devices that indicate the locations of the wash 
corridors. After the deed restriction is recorded, the Permittee shall erect and 
maintain permanent signs at strategic locations along the perimeter of each wash 
corridor, stating that the area is to be preserved as a conservation area, and 
identifying which activities are prohibited within the corridors. 




vi. For those parcels within Paradise Ridge that contain wash corridors that are leased 
by ASLD (as opposed to sold in fee), or for which ASLD issues an easement, the 
lease or easement, as applicable, shall contain provisions that embody the 
mitigation requirements and the purpose and prohibitive use statements 
referenced in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the attached Conservation Easement. The 
lease or easement, as applicable, shall clearly state that the wash corridors are to 
be maintained for environmental conservation purposes and that the prohibitive 
activities and land use restrictions shall be in force for the full term of the lease or 
easement, as applicable. In the event the lease or easement, as applicable, is 
terminated for any reason, similar provisions shall be contained in all succeeding 
leases or easements of the applicable parcel(s) in order that the mitigation areas 
remain protected as long as ASLD is the lessor (or grantor of the easement, as 
applicable) of the applicable parcel. The Corps shall be provided a copy of any 
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such lease agreement containing the lease condition within 30 days following 
execution of said lease agreement. 




d. Per the rule “COMPENSATORY MITIGATION FOR LOSSES OF AQUATIC 
RESOURCES” 33 CFR part 332, enacted in 2008, the Corps prefers mitigation banks 
and in lieu fees to “Permittee-responsible” mitigation for the requirement of planting 
around the wash corridor. Each Permittee, however, has the discretion to choose either 
compensatory mitigation requirements from an approved mitigation bank or in lieu fee 
program, or Permittee responsible mitigation per the HMMP and addendum. If a 
Permittee chooses compensatory mitigation, the area that is subject to compensatory 
mitigation shall be the Permittee’s applicable portion of the legally-described impacted 
waters of the US, which totals 34.23 acres for all of PRD. To determine a Permittee’s 
applicable portion, all areas of a Permittee’s parcel that require planting per the HMMP 
shall be added together, whether in natural enhanced or reconstructed corridors, and that 
total shall be divided by 4.95, which represents the overall mitigation ratio of 4.95 
mitigation acres for every 1 impacted acre,  reflected in the Addendum to the HMMP, 
February 15, 2011, approved by the Corps March 4, 2011. Because jurisdictional washes 
have either high, medium, or low value associated with them and a corresponding 
mitigation ratio per the HMMP and addendum, compensatory mitigation shall utilize that 
4.95:1 ratio. Compensatory mitigation shall be paid prior to ground disturbing activity.  




If a Permittee chooses compensatory mitigation but the Corps does not have any 
approved mitigation banks or in-lieu fee programs available prior to any ground 
disturbing activity by Permittee, Permittee shall conduct “Permittee-responsible” 
mitigation per the HMMP addendum. 
 
Each Permittee shall preserve the wash corridors located in its parcel and shall comply 
with all applicable requirements in the HMMP and addendum, but may substitute 
industry best practices for criteria listed in the Appendix B, Design Criteria for Washes, 
Road Crossings, and General Drainage Conditions. No additional mitigation beyond what 
is listed in the HMMP will be required within the natural and reconstructed washes 
within the parcel, including no additional mitigation requirements for required roadway 
and utility crossings that are based on the existing “Land Use Plan,” dated March 30, 
2010, prepared by Olsson Associates. Each Permittee will be required to comply with all 
other applicable Special Conditions. 
 




e. Each Permittee retains the legal descriptions for all wash corridors within its parcel. The 
Permittee shall have the ability to request minor wash corridor realignments from the 
Corps of Engineers prior to construction based upon new and updated technological and 
topographical information. Proposed minor realignments will be of such a nature as to not 
adversely impact the acreage and functionality of the wash corridor. The Permittee shall 
also have the ability to request a review of possible adjustments pertaining to applicable 
wash corridor requirements, such as mitigation and planting requirements. Any wash 
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corridor re-delineation shall conform to either the design criteria outlined within the 
HMMP Appendix B, Design Criteria for Washes, and Road Crossings, and General 
Drainage Conditions or industry best practices. 




f. The Permittee shall comply with the Programmatic Agreement between the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Los Angeles District, the Arizona State Historic Preservation Office 
Regarding the Paradise Ridge and Desert Ridge Planning Areas, City of Phoenix, 
Arizona, executed on June 11, 2009. The Permittee shall provide all necessary 
studies/investigations to the Corps of Engineers required under the Programmatic 
Agreement at their own cost. A copy of this executed Programmatic Agreement is 
enclosed. 




g. Nothing in this permit shall prohibit the Permittee from selling, leasing, permitting, or 
otherwise transferring any interest in property within the Paradise Ridge development 
before the Corps has discharged its responsibilities under Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act with respect to the known archaeological sites within the 
Paradise Ridge development. As of April 2008, five archaeological sites have been 
recorded within the Paradise Ridge Planning Area: AZ U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 
(ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), and AZ U:5:94 (ASM). These five 
archaeological sites have been evaluated for National Register of Historic Places 
(National Register) eligibility, and they are considered eligible for listing on the National 
Register and are therefore considered to be historic properties. The Permittee shall not 
conduct any ground disturbing activities (with the exception of necessary testing and/or 
data recovery) within a minimum of a 100-foot radius around historic properties AZ 
U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 (ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), and AZ 
U:5:94 (ASM) until such a time that the Corps issues written notification that the Section 
106 process has been completed. The Corps will issue written notification for each 
historic property (listed above) as appropriate. The ASLD and/or the Permittee shall be 
responsible for notifying transferees of parcels containing any of the historic properties 
(AZ U:5:33 [ASM], AZ U:5:91 [ASM], AZ U:5:92 [ASM], AZ U:5:93 [ASM], and AZ 
U:5:94 [ASM]) of their subsequent obligations under this permit. This notification shall 
be in writing and shall be accomplished prior to issuance of the patent of execution of a 
lease agreement for said properties. 




h. The Permittee shall retain a qualified archaeologist to perform archaeological monitoring 
of the project site during initial earthmoving activities (including those areas in which 
cultural resources have not been identified to date). The onsite archaeological monitoring 
activities shall be conducted by an archaeological monitor under the supervision of a 
person or persons meeting at a minimum the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 
Qualifications Standards (36 CFR Part 61) and in accordance with Arizona Antiquity Act 
permit requirements if the land remains in state ownership at the time of initial 
earthmoving. The qualified archaeologist shall identify the boundaries of historic 
properties AZ U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 (ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), 
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and AZ U:5:94 (ASM) and conspicuously mark the 100-radius around these properties. 
The qualified archaeologist shall also be responsible for determining whether or not the 
archaeological monitor should be onsite during earthmoving activities on a full-or part-
time basis. 




i. Pursuant to 36 C.F.R. § 800.13, in the event of any discoveries during construction of 
either human remains, archeological deposits, or any other type of historic property, the 
Permittee shall notify the Corps’ Archeology Staff within 24 hours (Danielle Storey (213) 
452-3855) . The Permittee shall immediately suspend all work in any area(s) where 
potential cultural resources are discovered. The Permittee shall not resume construction 
in the area surrounding, i.e., immediately adjacent to, the potential cultural resources until 
the Corps re-authorizes project construction, per 36 C.F.R. § 800.13. 




j. A copy of the Permit shall be on the job site at all times during construction. Each 
Permittee shall provide a copy of this Permit to all contractor(s), subcontractor(s), 
foreperson(s), and construction representatives. Each Permittee shall require that all 
contractor(s), subcontractor(s), foreperson(s), and construction representatives read this 
authorization in its entirety and acknowledge they understand its contents and their 
responsibility to ensure compliance with all general and special conditions contained 
herein. Each Permittee shall hold a preconstruction meeting with the contractor(s) to 
discuss the special conditions of this authorization, as well as other relevant approvals.  




The terms and conditions of Permit No. SPL-1999-16129, except as changed herein, remain 
in full force and effect. Furthermore, the permit start and completion dates remain unaffected by 
this letter of modification. 
 




Thank you for participating in the Regulatory Program.  If you have any questions, please 
contact Kathleen Tucker at 602.230.6956 or via e-mail at kathleen.a.tucker@usace.army.mil.  
Please help me to evaluate and improve the regulatory experience for others by completing the 
customer survey form at http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mil/cm_apex/f?p=regulatory_survey. 
 




 
 
Sincerely, 




 
 
 
 
 




Sallie Diebolt 
Chief, Arizona Branch 
Regulatory Division 
 







http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mil/cm_apex/f?p=regulatory_survey
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Copies Furnished: 
 
Steven L. Spangle 
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2321 West Royal Palm Road, Suite 103 
Phoenix, Arizona 85021-4951 
Steve_Spangle@usfws.gov 
 
Jason Brush 
Wetlands Regulatory Office (WTR-8) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, California  94105 
Brush.jason@epa.gov 
 
Tim Wade 
Wildlife Contracts 
Branch Chief 
Arizona Game and Fish Department 
5000 West Carefree Highway 
Phoenix, Arizona   85086 
twade@azgfd.gov 
 
Laurie Sherrill 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 
Surface Water Section, 401 Certifications, 5415A-1 
1110 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona  85007-2952 
Coronado.nicole@azdeq.gov 
 
Mary Ellen Walsh 
State Historic Preservation Office 
1300 West Washington 
Phoenix, Arizona  85007 
mwalsh@arizonastateparks.gov 
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CWA Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF 
Permit Modification 




 
The following is a description of what is being modified: 
 
Impacts to Waters of the US (WUS) 
The permit originally authorized impact to a total of 34.08 acres of CWA Section 404 jurisdictional 
area in unnamed washes as associated with the Paradise Ridge development as shown in Exhibit 
1 – 2002 404 Permit Wash System.  Due to modifications to the Paradise Ridge land plan and the 
drainage plan as shown in Exhibit 3 – 2010 404 Permit Proposed Wash System, impacts to WUS 
increased slightly to 34.23 acres.   
 
Thus, the following modifications to the permit are needed: 




 Project Description in permit should indicate 34.23 acres of impacts. 
 The drawing referenced in the permit needs to be changed from the 2002 to the 2010 404 




Permit Proposed Wash System (Exhibit 3). 
 Special Condition c. needs to be amended to read ’34.23 acres of unavoidable impacts’. 




 
Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (HMMP) 
Table 1 (p. 2) of the HMMP (Entranco, April 30, 2002) lists the total acres of WUS, total WUS acres 
preserved, WUS acres impacted, and mitigation commitments in Paradise Ridge.  An updated 
Table 1 is attached which comparatively lists both the 2002 and 2010 preserved, impacted, and 
mitigation acreages and the mitigation ratios (See Exhibit 9).   
 
In addition, the revisions to the drainage plan included adjustments to the typical sections for the 
Natural Riparian Habitat Wash Corridors (Exhibit 5) and the Reconstructed Riparian Habitat Wash 
Corridors (Exhibits 6 through 8).  These typical section adjustments were made to maintain 
channel integrity and meet the design criteria requirements of the HMMP. 
 
Thus, an addendum to the HMMP is needed, with the following: 




 Revised Table 1 (Exhibit 9) 
 Wash Corridor Typical Sections (Exhibits 5 through 8) 




 
And, the following modification to the permit is needed: 




 Special Condition c. needs to be amended to read ‘implementing, in full, the Habitat 
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan dated April 30, 2002 and addendum dated February 15, 
2011 that was developed for the Paradise Ridge development’. 




 




2/16/2011 
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Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan for the Paradise Ridge Development 
 
 



ADDENDUM 
February 15, 2011 











Table 1.  Total acres of WUS's, total WUS acres preserved, WUS acres impacted, and mitigation
components at Paradise Ridge.



Prior Updated
TOTAL WUS ACRES AT PARADISE RIDGE 47.89 47.89



High 25.54 25.54
Medium 20.05 20.05
Low 2.30 2.30



TOTAL WUS ACRES PRESERVED 13.82 13.67
High 11.74 11.59
Medium 2.05 2.05
Low 0.03 0.03



TOTAL WUS ACRES IMPACTED 34.08 34.23
High 13.81 13.96
Medium 17.99 17.99
Low 2.27 2.27 Prior Updated



Credited Credited
Ratio Ratio



OVERALL MITIGATION RATIO (Pertaining to Acreage) 4.85:1 4.95:1 4.05:1 4.12:1
High 6.00:1 6.00:1 4.61:1 4.57:1
Medium 4.00:1 4.00:1 3.87:1 4.04:1
Low 2.00:1 2.00:1 2.00:1 2.00:1



Prior Updated
Mitigation Credited Credited



Riparian habitat associated with High Value Avoided Washes 35.65 35.97 17.83 17.98
Reconstructed & New High Value Washes/Stock Tank 45.85 45.76 45.85 45.76



81.49 81.73 63.68 63.74



Riparian habitat associated with Medium Value Avoided Washes 19.14 20.83 9.57 10.41
Reconstructed & New Medium Value Washes 60.10 62.35 60.10 62.35



79.25 83.18 69.67 72.76



Riparian habitat associated with Low Value Avoided Washes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Reconstructed & New Low Value Washes 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55



4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55



12/10/2010 TOTAL 165.29 169.46 137.90 141.05



EXHIBIT 9
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 


This document serves to replace the no longer valid Paradise Ridge Implementation Guidelines dated 
February 18, 2004. 
 
The purpose of this Land Transaction Information Document is to assist parties involved with or responsible 
for developing land in Paradise Ridge, including owners, lessees, developers, consultants, planners, 
engineers, contractors and any others parties associated with the development of the Paradise Ridge 
Master Planned Development, as accepted by the U.S. Army of Corps of Engineers (USACE) in the 
modified Permit No. SPL-1999-16129 dated February 4, 2016. This guide also assists agents or parties 
hired by a transferee (owner or lessee) who will be managing a land planning, design, and construction 
effort. A main goal of this guide is to establish environmentally-compliant land development procedures, 
including protection, preservation, and maintenance of the wash corridors defined in Paradise Ridge’s 
USACE Section 404 Individual Permit, as well as penalties for non-compliance with the Section 404 
Individual Permit. A copy of this guide and updates shall to be kept at the owner or lessee’s planning or 
design office and on the construction site. 
 
For purposes of understanding certain terminology, the term “Owner” is defined as an entity that has 
purchased a property from the Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) via auction or holds title to the land 
patented by the new landowner. ASLD is no longer the Permittee upon patent transfer. In the case of a 
Certificate of Purchase, lease or easement, ASLD will retain co-permittee status with the Transferee.  The 
term “Lessee” is defined as an entity that has engaged a multi-year lease with the ASLD and is required to 
provide a bond prior to construction. Bonds are discussed in more detail in Section 2. 
 
The Owner/Lessee shall become familiar with all federal, state, and local permits applicable to the 
Owner/Lessee’s parcel of land. The Owner/Lessee shall sign and return the Section 401 and Section 
404 terms and conditions forms acknowledging owner/lessee responsibility. Should an 
Owner/Lessee transfer the permit to a new Owner/Lessee, the transferee will be responsible for 
compliance with Section 401 and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. This document is not intended to be 
used for compliance with any agency permitting requirements, plan approvals, etc., that may be required 
for the entitlement or development of the proposed project. 
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SECTION 2 – THE CLEAN WATER ACT 
 
This section describes the Owner/Lessee’s role in the context of implementing and addressing the terms 
and conditions of the Section 401 Water Quality Certification and the Section 404 Individual Permit. Note 
that this is not intended to be an exhaustive list of requirements for the Section 404 Individual Permit. All 
Owners/Lessees are required to abide by all applicable Special Conditions of the 404 Permit whether 
mentioned in this document or not. 
 


2.1 Terms and Conditions 
 
A copy of the terms and conditions associated with the Section 404 Individual Permit issued by the 
USACE for Paradise Ridge is included as Appendix A. The Owner/Lessee shall read this 
document and acknowledge acceptance of the terms and conditions by signing and 
returning forms to ASLD and USACE (as required in the 404 Permit). 
 
A copy of the terms and conditions associated with the 401 Water Quality Certification issued by 
the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) for Paradise Ridge is included as 
Appendix B. The Owner/Lessee shall read this document and acknowledge acceptance of 
the terms and conditions by signing and returning forms to ASLD.  
 


2.2 Permit Violations and Fines 
 


Over the next 15-20 years, Paradise Ridge will be developed under various federal and state 
permits. The State’s 401 Water Quality Certification and the Federal Section 404 Individual Permit 
both have conditions that are enforceable by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
USACE. Violations of the conditions can result in penalties of $25,000 or more per day of violation. 
Criminal penalties may also be assessed. Should a violation occur, the Owner/Lessee shall notify 
the ASLD and USACE and report the nature and extent of the violation within 1 day of it being 
discovered. Within 5 working days, a remedial plan shall be developed by Owner/Lessee and 
submitted to the ASLD and USACE. The Owner/Lessee shall keep ASLD informed and work to 
resolve matters to the satisfaction of USACE and/or EPA and ASLD.  


 


2.3 Mitigation Options  
 


The current Paradise Ridge Section 404 Permit, modified by the Corps on February 4, 2016, allows 
for two mitigation options. These options include In-Lieu Fee (ILF) and Permittee-Responsible 
Mitigation. For planning purposes, it is the preference of the ASLD and the USACE to consider ILF 
first over permittee-responsible mitigation.  Both are summarized below: 


 
2.3.1 In-Lieu Fee Mitigation 


 
The Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) has an established ILF program 
approved by the USACE with the goal of making ILF credits available in watersheds state-
wide. It is noted that Paradise Ridge’s USACE Section 404 permit mitigation payments via 
the ILF program for the areas of impact to U.S. waters have been approved. 
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Owners/Lessees are to coordinate payment with the ASLD and provide the USACE a copy 
of the transmittal letter or form to the sponsor (the AGFD) after the sponsor has signed and 
acknowledged payment. Please note that designated wash corridors are required to be 
preserved in place and all other terms and conditions of Permit No. SPL-1999-16129, 
amended February 4, 2016, remain in full force and effect. 
 


2.3.2 Permittee-Responsible Mitigation 
 


Within Paradise Ridge, several preserved natural wash corridors are established. The 
existing washes in these corridors must remain essentially undisturbed except for 
occasional roadways with associated utility and sidewalk crossings and flood control 
structures. Details of wash corridors are described in the Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring 
Plan (HMMP), included as Appendix C. 
 
In compliance with the HMMP, monitoring reports for all wash corridors where permittee-
responsible mitigation is undertaken will be submitted to the USACE and ASLD. The 
monitoring program shall adhere to the HMMP outline unless changes to the protocol are 
approved by the USACE. 
 


2.3.2.1  Mitigation Bond 
 


Lessees must secure and provide the ASLD with a mitigation bond for the natural 
and reconstructed wash corridors accounting for the following: 
 


 ASLD shall have the right to require that Lessees provide, in a form 
satisfactory to ASLD, a mitigation bond in an amount sufficient to pay the 
costs for the watering, maintenance, and monitoring described below for the 
enhancement/construction and monitoring wash corridors. 


 The term of the bond shall be 5 years and can be extended if the success 
criteria have not been achieved. 


 The cost will be calculated based on agency-approved improvements 
including, but not limited to, berm/cutoff wall construction, revegetation, 
installation of temporary drip irrigation, and monitoring. 


 


2.4 Reference Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (HMMP) 
 


The HMMP prepared for Paradise Ridge provides the concepts and implementation and 
maintenance direction for the mitigation required to compensate for impacts to jurisdictional areas 
associated with development. A copy of the HMMP is provided in Appendix C. 
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2.5 Conservation Easements 
 
It is noted that the Paradise Ridge Master Planned Development Project Section 404 Permit 
(Appendix A) refers to a “Conservation Easement” attachment that is labeled “Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants.” The Lessee shall create and record a restrictive covenant over wash 
corridors. Parcels which contain wash corridors must, prior to any ground-disturbing activity or 
within sixty (60) days of the parcel being patented, whichever is earlier, record a restrictive 
covenant over the wash corridors to ensure that they are protected in perpetuity. See Appendix D 
for an example of a Conservation Easement. 


 


 Submit the restrictive covenant to the USACE for review. Once approved, record the 
conservation easement over wash corridors with the Maricopa County Recorder’s office 
concurrently with the date the land is patented by the new landowner. Evidence of recordation 
must be submitted to ASLD and to USACE. Contact ASLD for the latest conservation 
easement language.   
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SECTION 3 – MITIGATION CORRIDOR GOALS 


 
If owner/lessee chooses permittee-responsible mitigation, the main requirements are compliance 
with provisions of the Clean Water Act Section 401 and Section 404 Permit for Paradise Ridge. 
Requirements have been established to preserve natural wash corridors including occasional flood 
control structures, roadways, and utility and sidewalk crossings throughout the Paradise Ridge 
property. Enhancement wash corridor goals will be met by achieving the following: 


 


 Wash corridors will be surveyed and staked using legal descriptions to establish the 
boundary limits. 


 Exclusionary roping or fencing will be used to exclude entry into the riparian habitat 
mitigation corridors. 


 New plants will be protected from competitive vegetation (weeds and non-native plants) 
and, possibly, animal browsing. 


 Dead trees and cacti shall be removed and replaced during the first 18 months of the 2-
year irrigation period. 


 A field inspection will be completed after initial planting to document as-built conditions. 


 Permanent photo points shall be established every 500 feet within each reconstructed 
wash and corridor. 


 Irrigation patterns and/or irrigation control systems will be planned or programmed to meet 
the needs of the plants, minimize overwatering, and stimulate root growth. 


 Irrigation shall be discontinued within 2 years after planting is completed. Irrigation will only 
be discontinued after the first two years and when the vegetation has become established. 


 Water will only be shut off if the monitor determines that the planted trees have developed 
a sufficient root system and canopy to survive without being irrigated. 


 If irrigation is proposed to be phased-out, this shall not be initiated until September. 


 The riparian habitat mitigation corridors will be monitored for at least 3 years after irrigation 
is discontinued. 


 Permanent signs shall be erected and maintained along the perimeter of wash corridors. 
Signs should read: “Please walk softly on the land. The wash corridor behind the sign is a 
perpetual conservation easement. Foot traffic and passive recreation are allowed. No 
vehicular traffic, dumping, or wood cutting is allowed.” 


 Per Section 3.0 of the HMMP, the following goals are established for on-site, permittee 
responsible mitigation: 


o For high-ranked washes, a 6:1 mitigation area ratio will be utilized; for medium-ranked 
washes, a 4:1 ratio will be utilized; for low-ranked washes, a 2:1 ratio will be utilized. 
Riparian habitat corridors will range from 14 to 350 feet wide.  


o Avoided washes will remain undisturbed and will be enhanced by creating a riparian 
habitat corridor along the perimeter of the wash.  


o Reconstructed wash corridors will include an excavated low-flow channel with a sandy 
bottom, and overbank areas along the side of the wash that will vary in width. 
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o The stock tank area in Section 22 will be re-vegetated by using riparian vegetation with 
the berm repaired and excess silt removed from the bowl. 


 


3.1 Success Criteria for Vegetation within the Mitigation Corridors and Mitigated 
Areas 


 
 It is recommended to plant 20% more vegetation than is required to avoid replacing dead 


vegetation over the 5-year monitoring period to obtain 80 percent of total vegetation 
survival. 


 There should be a noticeable increase in basal diameter of trees during period after 
irrigation is discontinued. 


 USACE will be notified when success criteria have been achieved and maintained 3 years 
after irrigation is discontinued and five years after initial planting. 


 
3.2 Reporting  
 


The first monitoring report will be due one year after the date construction commences within a 
parcel.  Project monitoring reports will continue annually thereafter for four years, until each 
element of the mitigation plan has been accepted by the USACE. Annual monitoring reports shall 
be completed and submitted to the USACE and ASLD within 90 days of the year’s end. If 
necessary, an example report can be made available by the ASLD. Each report shall include: 
 


 A description of as-built conditions 


 A list of individuals or companies who completed monitoring activities 


 Results of the monitoring effort, including measured growth and percent survival 


 Copies of color photographs taken from permanent photo points 


 Copies of field notes 


 Recommendations for additional plantings or other corrective measures 


 Notification of completed mitigation commitments 


 Documentation of recorded temporary and perpetual easements for mitigation areas 


 Detailed map and location of project, including coordinates 


 
Annual habitat mitigation reports shall include: 
 


 A summary of the previous year’s reporting 


 Overall conditions of mitigation corridor components such as berms and cutoff walls, road 
and utility crossings, and flood control/conveyance structures in addition to the habitat 
component 


 ASLD review and approval of annual report for Lessees for submittal to USACE 


 Land owner submittal of annual report to the USACE within yearly increments from start of 
construction commencement 
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3.3 Maintenance 
 


 Short-term maintenance of the wash corridors may include staking, fertilizing, weeding in 
the immediate area of the vegetation to be re-established, trash removal by hand, and 
maintenance of the temporary irrigation system.  


 Removal of the most invasive and destructive non-native plants like Russian thistle or salt 
cedar shall be performed as needed. 


 Long-term management will not include pruning, removal of snags or native dead 
vegetation, mistletoe control, weeding, or plant litter removal.  


 For public safety, clearing by hand of all annual plant materials 10 feet from all walls 
along washes within the development is allowed where necessary. 


 A Maintenance Fund Trust Account has been established by ASLD for the express 
purpose of funding continuing irrigation, maintenance, and monitoring activities.  
Successful bidders in all auctions will be required, as a condition of sale or lease, to 
deposit funds in the same trust account for the same express purposes.  The amount of 
the deposit shall be equal to $50 per gross acre of land area included in each auction.  
Deposits shall be non-refundable.   A copy of the Maintenance Fund Deposit Form is 
provided in Appendix F. 


 
3.4 Prohibited and Allowed Activities 
 


Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 provide examples of activities prohibited and allowed, respectively, 
under the terms of a standard restrictive covenant placed over a designated wash corridor in 
Paradise Ridge. 
 


3.4.1 Prohibited Activities  
 


The following activities within a Restricted Property are prohibited: 


 Supplemental watering, except as allowed by the HMMP during vegetation 
establishment 


 Use of herbicides, pesticides, rodenticides, biocides, fertilizers, or other 
agricultural chemicals or weed abatement activities, except weed abatement 
activities necessary to control or remove invasive, exotic plant species  only to be 
performed as approved by an applicable sub-community 


 Incompatible fire protection activities, except emergency fire prevention activities 


 Use of off-road vehicles or any other motorized vehicles except as necessary to 
restore native plant communities as deemed necessary by an applicable sub-
community 


 Livestock grazing or other agricultural activity of any kind 


 Recreational activities including, but not limited to, horseback riding, hunting, or 
fishing 


 Residential, commercial, institutional, or industrial uses 
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 Any legal or de facto division, subdivision or portioning of the Restricted Property 
and the platting of the Restricted Property (known as mitigation areas) as 
separate tracts designated as “Natural Area Open Space” or similar in 
connection with the platting of the Project 


 Construction, reconstruction, or placement of any building or other improvement, 
billboard, or sign except as required to support habitat enhancement activities 
specified in the HMMP 


 Depositing, dumping, or accumulating soil, trash, ashes, refuse, waste, bio-
solids, or any other material 


 Planting, introduction, or dispersal of non-native, invasive, or exotic plant or 
animal species 


 Filling, dumping, excavating, draining, dredging, mining, drilling, removing, or 
exploring for or extraction of minerals, loam, gravel, soil, rock, sand, or other 
material on or below the surface of the Restricted Property 


 Altering the general topography of the Restricted Property, including but not 
limited to, building of roads and flood control work 


 Removing, destroying, or cutting trees, shrubs, or other vegetation, except for (1) 
emergency fire protection as required by fire safety officials, (2) prevention or 
treatment of disease, (3) control of invasive or exotic plants which threaten the 
integrity of the habitat, (4) undertaking the Plan as determined necessary by an 
applicable sub-community 


 Manipulating, impounding or altering any natural watercourse, body of water, or 
water circulation on the Restricted Property, and activities or uses detrimental to 
water quality, including but not limited to, degradation or pollution of any surface 
or sub-surface waters 


 Fuel modification zones (defined as a strip of mowed land or the planting of 
vegetation possessing low combustibility for purposes of fire suppression). 


 


3.4.2 Allowable Short and Long-Term Activities and Maintenance  
 
The following activities within a Restricted Property are allowed: 


 An applicable sub-community staking, fertilizing, and weeding of the immediate 
area of vegetation to be re-established 


 Passive, resource-based recreation such as hiking, walking, and bird-watching  


 Removal of non-native invasive vegetation such as salt cedar (a qualified 
individual should be used to identify salt cedar prior to removal). Such vegetation 
removal to be performed by an applicable sub-community as determined 
necessary 


 Trash and man-made debris removal 


 An applicable sub-community removal of trees and shrubs damaged or destroyed 
by natural disasters 
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 Installation of allowable signage by an approved sub-community 


 Maintenance of the irrigation system and drainage culverts by an approved sub-
community 


 







 


 


Appendix A 


Clean Water Act Section 404 Individual Permit 
  







DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 


3636 N CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 900 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85012-1939 


February 4, 2016


Ms. Lisa Atkins 
Commissioner 
Arizona State Land 
1616 West Adams Street  
Phoenix, Arizona  85007-2614 


SUBJECT:  Modification of Paradise Ridge Master Planned Development (Permit No. SPL-
1999-16129) 


Dear Ms. Atkins: 


Your request dated, September 16, 2015, to amend your Department of the Army permit for 
the Paradise Ridge Master Planned Development Project, (Permit No. SPL-1999-16129), which 
authorized you to discharge dredged and/or fill into a total of 85.7 acres of waters of the U.S. in 
association the Desert Ridge Master Planned Development Project located (Sections 15, 22, 27, 
33, and 34 of T4N, R4E) within the city of Phoenix, Maricopa County, Arizona is authorized. 


Under the provisions of 33 Code of Federal Regulations 325.7(b), your permit is modified to 
read as follows: 


SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
PERMIT NO. 1999-16129 


a. For purposes of this Permit, the term "Permittee" means the Arizona State Land
Department (“ASLD”) and/or any subsequent Transferee of all or a portion of any right
to or interest in parcels of land within the Paradise Ridge Development (“PRD”). For
purposes of this Permit, the term "Transferee" means the patentee pursuant to a patent
issued by ASLD, the holder of a Certificate of Purchase issued by ASLD, a lessee, a
grantee under a right-of-way issued by ASLD as grantor (“right-of-way” hereafter
referred to as an “easement”), or any other successor in interest of parcel(s) of land within
PRD. Upon patent transfer, ASLD is no longer the Permittee. In the case of a Certificate
of Purchase, lease or easement, ASLD will retain co-permittee status with the Transferee.
Each Permittee shall advise its Transferees of, and obtain their agreement to comply with,
the terms and conditions of this Permit. To accomplish this, each Permittee shall
condition its dispositions to a subsequent Transferee with the requirement that the
Transferee acknowledge being provided a copy of this Permit and agree to comply with
all terms and conditions of this Permit as the same relates to the transferred parcel(s). The
new Permittee shall:


i. Sign on the Transferee block located on the signature page of this Permit. By
signing the transferee block, the Transferees acknowledges being provided a
complete copy of this Permit, agrees to comply with all terms and conditions of
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this Permit, and agrees to release ASLD as Permittee for any patent transferred 
parcel(s). Upon signature, ASLD is released as the Permittee.  


ii. Provide the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Los Angeles District (“Corps”) with 
copies of the signature page with a signed Transferee block, brief project 
description and maps (the “Submittals”). Submittals shall be submitted electronic 
via email or FTP (https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/ ). 


The Submittal shall include:  
i. Location map depicting the location and proposed development of the 


applicable parcel(s). 


ii. Scaled aerial map depicting waters of the US, temporary and permanent 
impacts, and mitigation corridors.  


iii. Brief description of construction scope of work.  


iv. Statement of the preferred compensatory mitigation method and/or 
compliance with historic obligations associated with the parcel(s) under 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  


Any Permit transfer that has already occurred prior to this version of the Special 
Conditions, pursuant to a patent issued from ASLD to a Transferee, shall be 
deemed transferred and ASLD no longer the Permittee. 
 


b. The Permittee shall comply with all requirements and conditions in the state water quality 
certification that the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality signed on April 4, 
2012, and all subsequent renewals and modifications thereof. This certification 
demonstrates that the Permittee has complied with Section 401(a) of the Clean Water 
Act. A copy of this certificate is enclosed.  


c. Each Permittee shall mitigate its applicable portions of the 34.23 acres of unavoidable 
project impacts to waters of the United States by implementing, in full, the Habitat 
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (“HMMP”) dated April 30, 2002, and addendum dated 
February 15, 2011, that was developed for the PRD. See Special Conditions (f) below for 
the use of an approved mitigation bank or in lieu fee program as compensatory mitigation 
that is available to replace some requirements of the HMMP. The legal descriptions of 
the washes are attached. As part of this effort: 


i. Each Permittee that has acquired fee title or a certificate of purchase from ASLD 
or a subsequent party, and who has parcels that contain natural preserved or 
enhanced wash corridors or reconstructed wash corridors, must, prior to any 
ground disturbing activity, consult with the Corps to discuss any minor changes to 
the legal descriptions of the washes that may be necessary for development of the 
parcel. The Corps must not unreasonably withhold consent to minor wash corridor 
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changes as long as the mitigated acreage remains the same and the wash corridors 
are substantially similar.  


ii. Within thirty (30) days of final approval, or receipt of a final letter of acceptance, 
by the jurisdiction with oversight of the as-built drawings, each Permittee shall 
submit the final legal descriptions for the wash corridors in a deed restriction 
document to be approved by the Corps. 


iii. Each Permittee shall use the current deed restriction document created by the 
Corps' Office of Counsel, which shall be substantially similar in form to the 
model conservation easement presently in use by the United States Corps of 
Engineers - Los Angeles District office (copy attached) (the “Conservation 
Easement”). The Corps’ Office of Counsel must approve the deed restriction 
documents prior to recordation. The deed restriction documents shall be deemed 
approved thirty (30) days after submittal to the Corps, unless otherwise noted by 
the Corps.  


iv. Upon approval, the Permittee must record the deed restriction within ten (10) 
days. Evidence of recordation at the Maricopa County Recorder’s Office shall be 
submitted to the Corps within ten (10) days of recordation. Any Conservation 
Easement shall allow for passive recreation like walking or jogging when such 
activities are consistent with the purpose of the Conservation Easement.  


v. Prior to ground disturbing activity and during construction, the Permittee shall 
erect signs and/or other delineation devices that indicate the locations of the wash 
corridors. After the deed restriction is recorded, the Permittee shall erect and 
maintain permanent signs at strategic locations along the perimeter of each wash 
corridor, stating that the area is to be preserved as a conservation area, and 
identifying which activities are prohibited within the corridors. 


vi. For those parcels within Paradise Ridge that contain wash corridors that are leased 
by ASLD (as opposed to sold in fee), or for which ASLD issues an easement, the 
lease or easement, as applicable, shall contain provisions that embody the 
mitigation requirements and the purpose and prohibitive use statements 
referenced in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the attached Conservation Easement. The 
lease or easement, as applicable, shall clearly state that the wash corridors are to 
be maintained for environmental conservation purposes and that the prohibitive 
activities and land use restrictions shall be in force for the full term of the lease or 
easement, as applicable. In the event the lease or easement, as applicable, is 
terminated for any reason, similar provisions shall be contained in all succeeding 
leases or easements of the applicable parcel(s) in order that the mitigation areas 
remain protected as long as ASLD is the lessor (or grantor of the easement, as 
applicable) of the applicable parcel. The Corps shall be provided a copy of any 
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such lease agreement containing the lease condition within 30 days following 
execution of said lease agreement. 


d. Per the rule “COMPENSATORY MITIGATION FOR LOSSES OF AQUATIC 
RESOURCES” 33 CFR part 332, enacted in 2008, the Corps prefers mitigation banks 
and in lieu fees to “Permittee-responsible” mitigation for the requirement of planting 
around the wash corridor. Each Permittee, however, has the discretion to choose either 
compensatory mitigation requirements from an approved mitigation bank or in lieu fee 
program, or Permittee responsible mitigation per the HMMP and addendum. If a 
Permittee chooses compensatory mitigation, the area that is subject to compensatory 
mitigation shall be the Permittee’s applicable portion of the legally-described impacted 
waters of the US, which totals 34.23 acres for all of PRD. To determine a Permittee’s 
applicable portion, all areas of a Permittee’s parcel that require planting per the HMMP 
shall be added together, whether in natural enhanced or reconstructed corridors, and that 
total shall be divided by 4.95, which represents the overall mitigation ratio of 4.95 
mitigation acres for every 1 impacted acre,  reflected in the Addendum to the HMMP, 
February 15, 2011, approved by the Corps March 4, 2011. Because jurisdictional washes 
have either high, medium, or low value associated with them and a corresponding 
mitigation ratio per the HMMP and addendum, compensatory mitigation shall utilize that 
4.95:1 ratio. Compensatory mitigation shall be paid prior to ground disturbing activity.  


If a Permittee chooses compensatory mitigation but the Corps does not have any 
approved mitigation banks or in-lieu fee programs available prior to any ground 
disturbing activity by Permittee, Permittee shall conduct “Permittee-responsible” 
mitigation per the HMMP addendum. 
 
Each Permittee shall preserve the wash corridors located in its parcel and shall comply 
with all applicable requirements in the HMMP and addendum, but may substitute 
industry best practices for criteria listed in the Appendix B, Design Criteria for Washes, 
Road Crossings, and General Drainage Conditions. No additional mitigation beyond what 
is listed in the HMMP will be required within the natural and reconstructed washes 
within the parcel, including no additional mitigation requirements for required roadway 
and utility crossings that are based on the existing “Land Use Plan,” dated March 30, 
2010, prepared by Olsson Associates. Each Permittee will be required to comply with all 
other applicable Special Conditions. 
 


e. Each Permittee retains the legal descriptions for all wash corridors within its parcel. The 
Permittee shall have the ability to request minor wash corridor realignments from the 
Corps of Engineers prior to construction based upon new and updated technological and 
topographical information. Proposed minor realignments will be of such a nature as to not 
adversely impact the acreage and functionality of the wash corridor. The Permittee shall 
also have the ability to request a review of possible adjustments pertaining to applicable 
wash corridor requirements, such as mitigation and planting requirements. Any wash 
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corridor re-delineation shall conform to either the design criteria outlined within the 
HMMP Appendix B, Design Criteria for Washes, and Road Crossings, and General 
Drainage Conditions or industry best practices. 


f. The Permittee shall comply with the Programmatic Agreement between the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Los Angeles District, the Arizona State Historic Preservation Office 
Regarding the Paradise Ridge and Desert Ridge Planning Areas, City of Phoenix, 
Arizona, executed on June 11, 2009. The Permittee shall provide all necessary 
studies/investigations to the Corps of Engineers required under the Programmatic 
Agreement at their own cost. A copy of this executed Programmatic Agreement is 
enclosed. 


g. Nothing in this permit shall prohibit the Permittee from selling, leasing, permitting, or 
otherwise transferring any interest in property within the Paradise Ridge development 
before the Corps has discharged its responsibilities under Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act with respect to the known archaeological sites within the 
Paradise Ridge development. As of April 2008, five archaeological sites have been 
recorded within the Paradise Ridge Planning Area: AZ U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 
(ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), and AZ U:5:94 (ASM). These five 
archaeological sites have been evaluated for National Register of Historic Places 
(National Register) eligibility, and they are considered eligible for listing on the National 
Register and are therefore considered to be historic properties. The Permittee shall not 
conduct any ground disturbing activities (with the exception of necessary testing and/or 
data recovery) within a minimum of a 100-foot radius around historic properties AZ 
U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 (ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), and AZ 
U:5:94 (ASM) until such a time that the Corps issues written notification that the Section 
106 process has been completed. The Corps will issue written notification for each 
historic property (listed above) as appropriate. The ASLD and/or the Permittee shall be 
responsible for notifying transferees of parcels containing any of the historic properties 
(AZ U:5:33 [ASM], AZ U:5:91 [ASM], AZ U:5:92 [ASM], AZ U:5:93 [ASM], and AZ 
U:5:94 [ASM]) of their subsequent obligations under this permit. This notification shall 
be in writing and shall be accomplished prior to issuance of the patent of execution of a 
lease agreement for said properties. 


h. The Permittee shall retain a qualified archaeologist to perform archaeological monitoring 
of the project site during initial earthmoving activities (including those areas in which 
cultural resources have not been identified to date). The onsite archaeological monitoring 
activities shall be conducted by an archaeological monitor under the supervision of a 
person or persons meeting at a minimum the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 
Qualifications Standards (36 CFR Part 61) and in accordance with Arizona Antiquity Act 
permit requirements if the land remains in state ownership at the time of initial 
earthmoving. The qualified archaeologist shall identify the boundaries of historic 
properties AZ U:5:33 (ASM), AZ U:5:91 (ASM), AZ U:5:92 (ASM), AZ U:5:93 (ASM), 
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Copies Furnished: 
 
Steven L. Spangle 
Arizona Ecological Services Field Office 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2321 West Royal Palm Road, Suite 103 
Phoenix, Arizona 85021-4951 
Steve_Spangle@usfws.gov 
 
Jason Brush 
Wetlands Regulatory Office (WTR-8) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, California  94105 
Brush.jason@epa.gov 
 
Tim Wade 
Wildlife Contracts 
Branch Chief 
Arizona Game and Fish Department 
5000 West Carefree Highway 
Phoenix, Arizona   85086 
twade@azgfd.gov 
 
Laurie Sherrill 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 
Surface Water Section, 401 Certifications, 5415A-1 
1110 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona  85007-2952 
Coronado.nicole@azdeq.gov 
 
Mary Ellen Walsh 
State Historic Preservation Office 
1300 West Washington 
Phoenix, Arizona  85007 
mwalsh@arizonastateparks.gov 
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Appendix B 


Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification  















































 


 


Appendix C 


Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan 
  























































































































































































































































































































 


 


Appendix D 


Programmatic Agreement 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND 
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
 
[insert address] 


______________________________________________________________________________ 
(Space Above Line for Recorder’s Use) 


DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 


This DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS (“Restrictive 
Covenant”) is made this ____ day of _________, 20__ by _______________, a 
____________corporation (hereinafter “Declarant”). 


R E C I T A L S 


A. Declarant is the sole owner in fee simple of certain real property containing ___ 
acres, located in the City of ___________, County of __________, State of Arizona, found on 
Assessor’s Parcel Number ___________ (the “Parcel”).  The Parcel is legally described on 
Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated by this reference.  The Declarant desires to grant a 
restrictive covenant over a ___-acre portion of the Parcel (the “Restricted Property”).  The 
Restricted Property is legally described and depicted on Exhibit “B” attached hereto and 
incorporated by this reference.  


B. The Restricted Property provides, among other things, compensatory mitigation 
for certain impacts from development of the ___________________ Project (“Project”) by 
Declarant pursuant to requirements of (1) the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ 
(“ACOE”) Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Permit No. _______________ and any 
amendments thereto (“Section 404 Permit”); and the Arizona Department of Environmental 
Quality’s (“ADEQ”) CWA Section 401 Certification No. _________ and any amendments 
thereto (“Section 401 Certification”), and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service’s 
(“USFWS”) biological opinion No. ________ and any amendments thereto (“BO”).  The 
foregoing documents are collectively referred to herein as the “Approval Documents.” 


C.  This Restrictive Covenant is designed to satisfy and is granted in satisfaction of 
the Approval Documents. 


D. Consistent with the terms and conditions of this Restrictive Covenant, the 
Restricted Property is and will remain in a Natural Condition as defined herein and is intended to 
be preserved in its natural, scenic, open condition to maintain its ecological, historical, visual and 
educational values  (collectively, “Conservation Values”). The Conservation Values are of 
importance to the people of the County of _______ and the people of the United States. 


E. The ACOE is the federal agency charged with the primary responsibility for 
regulating activities in waters of the United States, including wetlands, with regulatory authority 
over discharges of dredged and fill material into such waters pursuant to Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act, and is a third party beneficiary of this Restrictive Covenant. 


Comment [A1]: Modify/delete as necessary. 
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F. [delete if not applicable or revise if fee title to be conveyed to HOA] Following 
recordation and subject to Section 11 below, Declarant intends to convey all of the Restricted 
Property to a conservation organization.  Should Declarant transfer its interest in the Restricted 
Property prior to the time that Compensatory Mitigation (defined below) is fulfilled, the 
conservation organization will assume the roles and responsibilities of Declarant, including long-
term maintenance, under this Restrictive Covenant, except that Declarant, as the developer of the 
Project, will remain responsible for the Compensatory Mitigation until it has been successfully 
implemented and completed per the success criteria set forth in the Mitigation Plan. 


COVENANTS, TERMS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 


In consideration of the above recitals and the covenants, terms, conditions, and 
restrictions contained herein, and pursuant to the laws of the United States and state of Arizona, 
including Arizona Revised Statutes 33-271, et seq., Declarant hereby declares the Restricted 
Property shall be held, transferred, conveyed, leased, occupied or otherwise disposed of, and 
used subject to the following restrictive covenants (and incorporating the above recitals herein by 
this reference), which shall run with the land, and be binding on Declarant’s heirs, successors in 
interest, administrators, assigns, lessees, or other occupiers and users of the Restricted Property, 
or any portion of it. 


1. Purpose. 


(a) The purposes of this Restrictive Covenant are to (1) ensure the Restricted Property 
will be preserved in a Natural Condition, as defined herein, in perpetuity and (2) prevent any use 
of the Restricted Property that will impair or interfere with the Conservation Values of the 
Restricted Property (the “Purpose”).  Declarant intends that this Restrictive Covenant will 
confine the use of the Restricted Property to such activities that are consistent with this Purpose, 
including without limitation, those involving the preservation, restoration, and enhancement of 
native species and their habitats. 


(b) The term “Natural Condition,” as referenced in the preceding paragraph and 
other portions of this Restrictive Covenant, shall mean the condition of the Restricted Property as 
it exists at the time this Restrictive Covenant is executed, as well as future enhancements or 
changes to the Restricted Property that occur directly as a result of the following activities: 


  (1)  Compensatory mitigation measures (“Compensatory Mitigation”), 
including implementation, maintenance and monitoring activities, required by the Approval 
Documents and as described in the “[insert name of mitigation plan],” prepared by 
_______________, dated ______________ (the “Mitigation Plan”). The cover page and 
introduction are attached as Exhibit “C”;  


(2) In-perpetuity maintenance obligations (“Long-Term Maintenance”) that 
occur on the Restricted Property as described in Section 14 herein. 


(3) Activities described in Section 3 and Section 5 herein. 


(c) Declarant represents and warrants that there are no structures or other man-made 
improvements existing on the Restricted Property [OR, the only structures or other man-made 
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improvements existing on the Restricted Property consist of (describe)]. Declarant further 
represents and warrants there are no previously granted easements existing on the Restricted 
Property that interfere or conflict with the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant as evidenced by 
the Preliminary Title Report dated __________, attached hereto as Exhibit “D.”  The present 
Natural Condition is evidenced in part by the depiction of the Restricted Property attached on 
Exhibit “E,” showing all relevant and plottable property lines, easements, dedications, 
improvements, structures, boundaries, and major, distinct natural features such as waters of the 
United States.  Declarant has delivered further evidence of the present Natural Condition to 
ACOE consisting of (1) a color aerial photograph of the Restricted Property at an appropriate 
scale taken __________; (2) an overlay of the Restricted Property boundaries on that aerial 
photograph; and (3) on-site color photographs showing all improvements, structures, and natural 
features of the Restricted Property.   


(d) If a controversy arises with respect to the present Natural Condition of the 
Restricted Property, Declarant and/or ACOE shall not be foreclosed from utilizing any and all 
other relevant documents, surveys, photographs or other evidence or information to assist in the 
resolution of the controversy. 


(e) The term “Biological Monitor” shall mean either an employee of the Declarant or 
an independent third-party consultant with knowledge of riparian resources in the _____ County 
area and expertise in the field of biology or a related field. 


2. ACOE’s rights.  To accomplish the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant, Declarant 
hereby grants and conveys the following rights to ACOE (but without obligation of the ACOE): 


(a) A non-exclusive easement on and over the Restricted Property to preserve and 
protect the Conservation Values of the Restricted Property; and 


(b) A non-exclusive easement on and over the Parcel and Restricted Property to enter 
upon the Restricted Property to monitor Declarant’s compliance with and to otherwise enforce 
the terms of this Restrictive Covenant; and 


(c) A non-exclusive easement on and over the Restricted Property to prevent any 
activity on or use of the Restricted Property that is inconsistent with the Purpose of this 
Restrictive Covenant and to require the restoration of such areas or features of the Restricted 
Property that may be damaged by any act, failure to act, or any use that is inconsistent with the 
Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant; and 


(d) All present and future development rights allocated, implied, reserved or inherent 
in the Property; such rights are hereby terminated and extinguished, and may not be used on or 
transferred to any portion of the Property, nor any other property adjacent or otherwise; and 


(e) The right to enforce by any means, including, without limitation, injunctive relief, 
the terms and conditions of this Restrictive Covenant. 


3. Declarant’s Duties.  [Declarant’s Name] shall undertake construction, maintenance and 
monitoring of mitigated areas pursuant to the Mitigation Plan until receipt of final approval of 
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the success of the mitigation from ACOE and ADEQ (“Final Approval”).  This duty is non-
transferrable.  Declarant, its successors and assigns shall: 


(a) Undertake all reasonable actions to prevent the unlawful entry and trespass by 
persons whose activities would be inconsistent with the Conservation Values and would violate 
the permitted uses of the Restricted Property set forth in this Restrictive Covenant; and 


(b) Cooperate with ACOE in the protection of the Conservation Values; and 


(c) Repair and restore damage to the Restrictive Property directly or indirectly caused 
by Declarant, Declarant’s guests, representatives or agents and third parties within Declarant’s 
control; provided, however, Declarant, its successors or assigns shall not engage in any repair or 
restoration work in the Restricted Property without first consulting with ACOE; and 


(d) Obtain any applicable governmental permits and approvals for any activity or use 
permitted by this Restrictive Covenant, and any activity or use shall be undertaken in accordance 
with all applicable federal, state, local and administrative agency statutes, ordinances, rules, 
regulations, orders or requirements; and  


(e) Upon receipt of Final Approval, perform in-perpetuity Long-Term Maintenance 
on the Restricted Property set forth in Section 14 below; and  


(f) Within 60 days of recordation of this Restrictive Covenant, install signs and other 
notification features saying “Natural Area Open Space,” “Protected Natural Area,” or similar 
descriptions that inform persons of the nature and restrictions on the Restricted Property. Prior to 
erection of such signage, Declarant shall submit detailed plans showing the location and language 
of such signs to ACOE for review and approval. The erection and maintenance of informative 
signage shall not be in direct or potential conflict with the preservation of the Natural Condition 
of the Restricted Property or the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant and shall be performed in 
compliance with all applicable statutes, regulations, and permitting requirements; and 


(g) Perform an annual compliance inspection of the Restricted Property, prepare an 
inspection report, and shall make reports available to ACOE upon request.  


4. Prohibited Uses. Any activity on or use of the Restricted Property inconsistent with the 
Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant is prohibited.  Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, the following uses by Declarant, and its respective guests, agents, assigns, employees, 
representatives, successors and third parties within Declarant’s control, are expressly prohibited: 


(a) Supplemental or unseasonable watering except as specifically provided for in the 
Mitigation Plan; 


(b) Use of herbicides, pesticides, rodenticides, biocides, fertilizers, or other 
agricultural chemicals or weed abatement activities, except weed abatement activities necessary 
to control or remove invasive, exotic plant species;  


(c) Incompatible fire protection activities, except the fire prevention activities set 
forth in Subsection 5(f); 
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(d) Use of off-road vehicles and use of any other motorized vehicles except on 
existing roadways and as necessary to restore native plant communities consistent with Section 5; 


(e) Grazing or other agricultural activity of any kind;  


(f) Recreational activities, including, but not limited to, horseback riding, biking, 
hunting or fishing; 


(g) Residential, commercial, retail, institutional, or industrial uses; 


(h) Any legal or de facto division, subdivision or partitioning of the Restricted 
Property; 


(i) Construction, reconstruction or placement of any building, road, wireless 
communication cell towers, or other improvement, or any billboard, fence, boundary marker or 
sign, except signs permitted in Subsection 3(f); 


(j) Depositing, dumping or accumulating soil, trash, ashes, refuse, waste, bio-solids 
or any other material; 


(k) Planting, introduction or dispersal of non-native or exotic plant or animal species; 


(l) Filling, dumping, excavating, draining, dredging, mining, drilling, removing or 
exploring for or extraction of minerals, loam, gravel, soil, rock, sand or other material on or 
below the surface of the Restricted Property; 


(m) Altering the general topography of the Restricted Property, including but not 
limited to building of roads and trails, and flood control work; 


(n) Removing, destroying, or cutting of trees, shrubs or other vegetation, except as 
necessary for (1) emergency fire protection as required by fire safety officials as set forth in 
Subsection 5(f), (2) controlling invasive, exotic plants which threaten the integrity of the habitat, 
(3) preventing or treating disease, (4) conducting activities permitted by the Mitigation Plan, or 
(5) activities described in Section 3, Section 5 and Section 14.  In the event that activity in the 
Restricted Property is necessary to prevent or treat disease as listed in item (3) herein, the first 
priority for action shall be chemical and biological methods. No invasive or non-native species 
shall be introduced to prevent or treat disease, unless chemical or biological methods have failed 
to resolve the problem and the County of ______ Department of Environmental Health, or other 
agency with authority, determines that no other methods will address the problem. Removal of 
vegetation to prevent or treat disease shall only be allowed if chemical or biological methods 
have failed to resolve the problem or upon a showing that removal of vegetation is required on an 
emergency basis;  


(o) Manipulating or altering any natural watercourse, body of water or water 
circulation on the Restricted Property other than as described in the Mitigation Plan, and 
activities or uses detrimental to water quality, including but not limited to degradation or 
pollution of any surface or sub-surface waters;  
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(p) Creating, enhancing, or maintaining fuel modification zones (defined as a strip of 
mowed land or the planting of vegetation possessing low combustibility for purposes of fire 
suppression), or other activities that could constitute fuel modification zones; 


(q) Without the prior written consent of ACOE, which ACOE may withhold, 
transferring, encumbering, selling, leasing, or otherwise separating the mineral, air or water rights 
from the Restricted Property; changing the place or purpose of use of the water rights on the 
Restricted Property; abandoning or allowing the abandonment of, by action or inaction, any water 
or water rights, ditch or ditch rights, spring rights, reservoir or storage rights, wells, round water 
rights, or other rights in and to the use of water historically used on or otherwise appurtenant to 
the Restricted Property, including but not limited to: (1) riparian water rights; (2) appropriative 
water rights; (3) rights to waters which are secured under contract with any irrigation or water 
district, to the extent such waters are customarily applied to the Restricted Property; and (4) any 
water from wells that are in existence or may be constructed in the future on the Restricted 
Property; 


(r) Engaging in any use or activity that may violate, or may fail to comply with, 
relevant federal, state, or local laws, regulations, or policies applicable to Declarant, the 
Restricted Property, or the use or activity in question; 


(s) No use shall be made of the Restricted Property, and no activity thereon shall be 
permitted, that is or is likely to become inconsistent with the Purpose of this Restrictive 
Covenant.  Declarant acknowledges that, in view of the perpetual nature of this Restrictive 
Covenant, it is unable to foresee all potential future land uses, future technologies, and future 
evolution of the land and other natural resources, and other future occurrences affecting the 
Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant.  ACOE may determine whether (1) proposed uses or 
proposed improvements not contemplated by or addressed in this Restrictive Covenant or (2) 
alterations in existing uses or structures, are consistent with the Purpose of this Restrictive 
Covenant; and 


(t) Creation of any encumbrance superior to this Restrictive Covenant, other than 
those encumbrances set forth in Exhibit “D” hereto, or the recording of any involuntary lien 
(which is not released within thirty calendar days), or the granting of any lease, license or similar 
possessory interest in the Restricted Property which will affect the Conservation Values of the 
Restricted Property. 


5. Reserved Rights. Declarant reserves to itself, and to its personal representatives, heirs, 
successors, and assigns, all rights accruing from its ownership of the Restricted Property, 
including the right to engage in or to permit or invite others to engage in all uses of the 
Restricted Property that are not expressly prohibited or limited by, and are consistent with, the 
Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant, including, but not limited to, the following uses: 


(a) Access.  Reasonable access through the Restricted Property to adjacent land or to 
perform obligations or other activities permitted by this Restrictive Covenant or that are required 
under the Approval Documents.  In addition, police and other public safety organizations and 
their personnel may enter the Restricted Property to address any legitimate public health or safety 
matter.  When and if [Name of Present Declarant] assigns its rights and duties under this 
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Restrictive Covenant to a conservation organization, [Name of Present Declarant] may not assign 
to the conservation organization the duty to undertake construction, maintenance and monitoring 
of mitigated areas pursuant to the Mitigation Plan, i.e., [Name of Present Declarant] will remain 
responsible for the Compensatory Mitigation obligations of the Approval Documents until Final 
Approval is obtained.  In the event [Name of Present Declarant] conveys its interest in the 
Restricted Property prior to completion of Compensatory Mitigation requirements, [Name of 
Present Declarant] expressly reserves the right for it or its agents to enter the Restricted Property 
to perform such work thereon as is required to meet the Compensatory Mitigation obligations of 
the Approval Documents. 


(b) Habitat Enhancement Activities. Enhancement of native plant communities, 
including the right to plant trees and shrubs of the same type as currently existing on the 
Restricted Property, so long as such activities do not harm the habitat types identified in the 
Approval Documents or Mitigation Plan.  For purposes of preventing erosion and reestablishing 
native vegetation, the Declarant shall have the right to revegetate areas that may be damaged by 
the permitted activities under this Section 5, naturally occurring events or by the acts of persons 
wrongfully damaging the Natural Condition of the Restricted Property.  Prior to any habitat 
enhancement activities, Declarant shall have a Biological Monitor submit detailed plans to 
ACOE, ADEQ, and USFWS for review and approval.  Habitat enhancement activities shall not 
be in direct or potential conflict with the preservation of the Natural Condition of the Restricted 
Property or the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant and shall be performed in compliance with 
all applicable laws, regulations, and permitting requirements. 


(c) Vegetation, Debris, and Exotic Species Removal.  Removal or trimming of 
vegetation downed or damaged due to natural disaster, removal of man-made debris, removal of 
parasitic vegetation (as it relates to the health of the host plant) and removal of non-native or 
exotic plant or animal species.  Vegetation, debris, and exotic plant species removal shall not be 
in direct or potential conflict with the preservation of the Natural Condition of the Restricted 
Property or the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant and shall be performed in compliance with 
all applicable laws, regulations, and permitting requirements. 


(d) Erection and Maintenance of Informative Signage.  Erection and maintenance of 
signage and other notification features saying “No Trespass” or similar descriptions that inform 
persons of the nature and restrictions on the Restricted Property.  


(e) No Interference with Development of Adjoining Property.  Notwithstanding 
anything set forth herein to the contrary, nothing in this Restrictive Covenant is intended nor 
shall be applied to in any way limit Declarant or any of Declarant’s successors and assigns from 
(1) constructing, placing, installing, and/or erecting any improvements upon the portions of the 
Parcel not constituting the Restricted Property, and /or (2) developing adjoining property for any 
purposes, except as limited by any local, state or federal permit requirements for such 
development and provided that for all of the above clauses, (1) and (2), neither such activity nor 
any effect resulting from such activity amounts to a use of the Restricted Property, or has an 
impact upon the Restricted Property, that is prohibited by Section 4 above. 


(f) Fire Protection.  The right, in an emergency situation only, to maintain firebreaks 
(defined as a strip of plowed or cleared land made to check the spread of a fire), trim or remove 
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brush, otherwise perform preventative measures required by the fire department to protect 
structures and other improvements from encroaching fire. All other brush management activities, 
activities prohibited by Subsection 4(p), or other fire prevention measures suggested by the fire 
department, shall be limited to areas outside the Restricted Property.  


(g) Mitigation Plan. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, [Name of 
Present Declarant] may take any action required by the Mitigation Plan. Such actions may 
include, but are not limited to the following:  (1) [Name of Present Declarant] shall have the right 
to maintain, repair and or replace from time to time any or all of the vegetation planted as part of 
the Mitigation Plan and (2) [Name of Present Declarant] may take actions consistent with the 
Mitigation Plan. 


6. Enforcement. 


 (a) Right to Enforce. Declarant, its successors and assigns, grant to ACOE, U.S. 
Department of Justice, and the State Attorney General a discretionary right to enforce these 
restrictive covenants in a judicial or administrative action against any person(s) or other entity 
(ies) violating or attempting to violate these restrictive covenants; provided, however, that no 
violation of these restrictive covenants shall result in a forfeiture or reversion of title. The U.S. 
Department of Justice and the State Attorney General shall have the same rights, remedies and 
limitations as ACOE under this Section 6. The rights under this Section are in addition to, and do 
not limit rights conferred in Section 2 above, the rights of enforcement against Declarant, its 
successor or assigns under the Section 404 Permit, or any rights of the various documents created 
thereunder or referred to therein. 


(b) Notice.  


(1) If ACOE determines Declarant is in violation of the terms of this 
Restrictive Covenant or that a violation is threatened, ACOE may demand the cure of such 
violation. In such a case, ACOE shall issue a written notice to Declarant (hereinafter “Notice of 
Violation”) informing Declarant of the violation and demanding cure of such violation.  


(2) Declarant shall cure the noticed violation within thirty (30) days of receipt 
of said written notice from ACOE.  If said cure reasonably requires more than thirty (30) days, 
Declarant shall, within the thirty (30) day period submit to ACOE for review and approval a plan 
and time schedule to diligently complete a cure.  Declarant shall complete such cure in 
accordance with the approved plan. If Declarant disputes the Notice of Violation, it shall issue a 
written notice of such dispute (hereinafter “Notice of Dispute”) to the ACOE within thirty (30) 
days of receipt of written Notice of Violation. 


(3) If Declarant fails to cure the noticed violation(s) within the time period(s) 
described in Subsection 6(b)(2) above, or Subsection 6(c) below, ACOE may bring an action at 
law or in equity in a court of competent jurisdiction to enforce compliance by Declarant with the 
terms of this Restrictive Covenant. In such action, the ACOE may (i) recover any damages to 
which they may be entitled for violation by Declarant of the terms of this Restrictive Covenant, 
(ii) enjoin the violation, ex parte if necessary, by temporary or permanent injunction without the 
necessity of proving either actual damages or the inadequacy of otherwise available legal 
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remedies, or (iii) pursue other equitable relief, including, but not limited to, the restoration of the 
Restricted Property to the condition in which it existed prior to any such violation or injury. 
ACOE may apply any damages recovered to the cost of undertaking any corrective action on the 
Restricted Property. 


(4) If Declarant provides ACOE with a Notice of Dispute, as provided herein, 
ACOE shall meet and confer with Declarant at a mutually agreeable place and time, not to 
exceed thirty (30) days from the date that ACOE receives the Notice of Dispute.  ACOE shall 
consider all relevant information concerning the disputed violation provided by Declarant and 
shall determine whether a violation has in fact occurred and, if so, whether the Notice of 
Violation and demand for cure issued by ACOE is appropriate in light of the violation. 


(5) If, after reviewing Declarant’s Notice of Dispute, conferring with 
Declarant, and considering all relevant information related to the violation, ACOE determines 
that a violation has occurred, ACOE shall give Declarant notice of such determination in writing. 
Upon receipt of such determination, Declarant shall have thirty (30) days to cure the violation.  If 
said cure reasonably requires more than thirty (30) days, Declarant shall, within the thirty (30) 
day period submit to ACOE for review and approval a plan and time schedule to diligently 
complete a cure.  Declarant shall complete such cure in accordance with the approved plan. 


(c) Immediate Action.  If ACOE determines that circumstances require immediate 
action to prevent or mitigate significant damage to the Conservation Values of the Restricted 
Property, ACOE may immediately pursue all available remedies, including injunctive relief, 
available pursuant to both this Restrictive Covenant and state and federal law after giving 
Declarant at least twenty four (24) hours’ written notice before pursuing such remedies. So long 
as such twenty four (24) hours’ notice is given, ACOE may immediately pursue all available 
remedies without waiting for the expiration of the time periods provided for cure or Notice of 
Dispute as described in Subsection 6(b)(2).  The written notice pursuant to this paragraph may be 
transmitted to Declarant by facsimile. The rights of ACOE under this paragraph apply equally to 
actual or threatened violations of the terms of this Restrictive Covenant. Declarant agrees that the 
remedies at law for ACOE for any violation of the terms of this Restrictive Covenant are 
inadequate and that ACOE shall be entitled to the injunctive relief described in this section, both 
prohibitive and mandatory, in addition to such other relief to which ACOE may be entitled, 
including specific performance of the terms of this Restrictive Covenant, without the necessity of 
proving either actual damages or the inadequacy of otherwise available legal remedies. The 
remedies described in this Subsection 6(c) shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to all 
remedies now or hereafter existing at law or in equity. 


(d) Costs of Enforcement.  Any costs incurred by ACOE, as the prevailing party, in 
enforcing the terms of this Restrictive Covenant against Declarant including, but not limited to, 
costs of suit and attorneys’ fees, and any costs of restoration necessitated by Declarant’s  
negligence or breach of this Restrictive Covenant shall be borne by Declarant. 


(e) Enforcement Discretion. Enforcement of the terms of this Restrictive Covenant 
shall be at the discretion of ACOE. Any forbearance by ACOE to exercise rights under this 
Restrictive Covenant in the event of any breach of any term of this Restrictive Covenant by 
Declarant shall not be deemed or construed to be a waiver by ACOE of such term or of any 
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subsequent breach of the same or any other term of this Restrictive Covenant or of any of the 
rights of ACOE under this Restrictive Covenant. No delay or omission by ACOE in the exercise 
of any right or remedy upon any breach by Declarant shall impair such right or remedy or be 
construed as a waiver.  Further, nothing in this Restrictive Covenant creates a non-discretionary 
duty upon ACOE to enforce its provisions, nor shall deviation from the terms and procedures or 
failures to enforce its provisions give rise to a private right of action against ACOE by any third 
party. 


(f) Acts Beyond Declarant’s Control. Nothing contained in this Restrictive Covenant 
shall be construed to entitle ACOE to bring any action against Declarant for any injury to or 
change in the Restricted Property resulting from: 
 
  (1)  Any natural cause beyond Declarant’s control, including without 
limitation, fire not caused by Declarant, flood, storm, and earth movement; or  
 
  (2) Any prudent action taken by Declarant under emergency conditions to 
prevent, abate, or mitigate significant injury to persons and/or the Restricted Property resulting 
from such causes, provided that once the emergency has abated, Declarant, its successors or 
assigns promptly take all reasonable and necessary actions required to restore any damage 
caused by Declarant’s actions to the Restricted Property to the condition it was in immediately 
prior to the emergency; or 
 
  (3) Acts of third parties (including any governmental agencies) that are 
beyond Declarant’s control. 
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Declarant must obtain any applicable governmental permits and 
approvals for any emergency activity or use permitted by this Restrictive Covenant and 
undertake any activity or use in accordance with all applicable federal, state, local and 
administrative agency statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, orders or requirements.  


7. Access.  This Restrictive Covenant does not convey a general right of access to the 
public. 


8. Costs and Liabilities.   


(a) Declarant, or its successor or assign retains all responsibilities and shall bear all 
costs and liabilities of any kind related to the ownership, operation, upkeep and maintenance of 
the Restricted Property.  Declarant agrees ACOE shall not have any duty or responsibility for the 
operation, upkeep, or maintenance of the Restricted Property, the monitoring of hazardous 
conditions thereon, or the protection of Declarant, the public or any third parties from risks 
relating to conditions on the Restricted Property.  Declarant, its successor or assign remains 
solely responsible for obtaining any applicable governmental permits and approvals for any 
activity or use permitted by this Restrictive Covenant, and any activity or use shall be undertaken 
in accordance with all applicable federal, state, local and administrative agency statutes 
ordinances, rules, regulations, orders and requirements. 
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(b) Declarant, or its successors and assigns shall hold harmless, protect and indemnify 
ACOE and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors, and representatives 
and the heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns of each of them (each a “Third-
Party Beneficiary Indemnified Party” and collectively, “Third-Party Beneficiary 
Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all liabilities, penalties, costs, losses, damages, 
expenses (including, without limitation reasonable attorneys' fees and experts' fees), causes of 
action, claims, demands, orders, liens or judgments (each a “Claim” and, collectively, 
“Claims”), arising from or in any way connected with injury to or the death of any person, or 
physical damage to any property, regardless of cause. 


9. Taxes; No Liens.  If applicable, Declarant, its successor or assign shall pay before 
delinquency all taxes, assessments, fees, and charges of whatever description levied on or 
assessed against the Parcel by competent authority, including any taxes imposed upon, or 
incurred as a result of, this Restrictive Covenant, and agrees to furnish ACOE with satisfactory 
evidence of payment upon request.  Declarant shall keep the Restricted Property free from any 
liens, including those arising out of any obligations incurred by Declarant or any labor or 
materials furnished or alleged to have been furnished to or for Declarant at or for use on the 
Restricted Property. 


10. Condemnation.  The Purpose of this Restricted Covenant for conservation purposes are 
presumed to be the best and most necessary public use as defined in Arizona Revised Statutes 
Section 12-1122 except that Declarant reserves the right to seek fair market value for any 
condemnation action. Nevertheless, if all or any part of the Restricted Property is taken by 
exercise of the power of eminent domain, Declarant shall use the net proceeds from the 
condemnation of the Restricted Property for the purchase of property that replaces the natural 
resource characteristics the original mitigation was intended to protect, or as near as reasonably 
feasible. The endowment shall be held for the long-term stewardship of the replacement 
property.  The location of the replacement property and replacement restrictive covenant is 
subject to prior approval by the ACOE. 


11. Assignment and Subsequent Transfers.  


(a) Declarant agrees to incorporate the terms of this Restrictive Covenant in any deed 
or other legal instrument by which Declarant divests itself of any interest in all or a portion of the 
Restricted Property.  Declarant, its successor or assign agrees to (i) incorporate by reference to 
the title of and the recording information for this Restrictive Covenant in any deed or other legal 
instrument by which each divests itself of any interest in all or a portion of the Restricted 
Property, including, without limitation, a leasehold interest and (ii) give actual notice to any such 
transferee or lessee of the existence of this Restrictive Covenant. Declarant, its successor or 
assign agrees to give written notice to ACOE of the intent to transfer any interest at least sixty 
(60) days prior to the date of such transfer.  Any subsequent transferee shall be deemed to have 
assumed the obligations of this Restrictive Covenant and to have accepted the restrictions 
contained herein.  The failure of Declarant, its successor or assign to perform any act provided in 
this Section shall not impair the validity of this Restrictive Covenant or limit its enforceability in 
any way. 
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(b) From and after the date of any transfer of all or any portion of the Restricted 
Property by Declarant and each transfer thereafter, (i) the transferee shall be deemed to have 
assumed all of the obligations of Declarant as to the portion transferred, as set forth in this 
Restrictive Covenant, (ii) the transferee shall be deemed to have accepted the restrictions 
contained herein as to the portion transferred, (iii) the transferor, as applicable, shall have no 
further obligations hereunder, except for the obligations set forth above in Section 3 related to 
Compensatory Mitigation and Subsection 17(f), and (iv) all references to Declarant in this 
Restrictive Covenant shall thereafter be deemed to refer to such transferee.   


12. Notices.  Any notice, demand, request, consent, approval, or communication that either 
party desires or is required to give to the other shall be in writing and be served personally or 
sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 


 
To Declarant:  
 
With a copy to:  
     


To ACOE: District Counsel 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
915 Wilshire Blvd, Room 1535 
Los Angeles, CA  90017-3401 
 


or to such other address as either party shall designate by written notice to the other.  Notice shall 
be deemed effective upon delivery in the case of personal delivery or, in the case of delivery by 
first class mail, five (5) days after deposit into the United States mail.  


The parties agree to accept facsimile signed documents and agree to rely upon such 
documents as if they bore original signatures.  Each party agrees to provide to the other parties, 
within seventy-two (72) hours after transmission of such a facsimile, the original documents that 
bear the original signatures.  


If the Restrictive Covenant is assigned, the assignment document shall update the Notices 
provisions. 


When the underlying fee for the Restricted Property is conveyed, the successor shall 
record a document entitled Restrictive Covenant/Change of Notices Provisions. 


13. Amendment.  Declarant may amend this Restrictive Covenant only after written 
concurrence by ACOE. Any such amendment shall be consistent with the Purpose of this 
Restrictive Covenant and shall not affect its perpetual duration. Declarant shall record any 
amendments to this Restrictive Covenant approved by ACOE in the official records of _____ 
County, Arizona, and shall provide a copy of the recorded document to ACOE.  


14. Long-Term Maintenance.  


(a) Upon Final Approval, Declarant shall be responsible for in-perpetuity, ongoing, 
long-term maintenance of the Restricted Property.  Such long-term maintenance shall include but 


Comment [A2]: If fee title to go to HOA, add: If 
the Restricted Property is conveyed to the 
Association before completion of the Compensatory 
Mitigation obligations pertaining to the Restricted 
Property, [Name of Present Declarant] shall remain 
responsible for fulfilling those obligations contained 
herein and in the Mitigation Plan until Final 
Approval.  Upon conveyance of the Restricted 
Property to the Association, (1) Association shall be 
responsible for the obligations pertaining to 
restoration of the Restricted Property set forth in the 
Mitigation Plan in the event [Name of Present 
Declarant] does not satisfactorily complete them,  (2) 
the Association shall assume all other duties and 
obligations of Declarant hereunder, and (3) 
Declarant shall be relieved of any and all ongoing 
obligations or liability hereunder except for the 
obligations set forth above in this paragraph and 
pursuant to Subsection 17(f). Declarant agrees to 
include language in the Declaration of Covenants, 
Conditions, Restrictions, Reservations and 
Easements (“CC&Rs”) for the Project that requires 
the Association to accomplish the following: (i) 
assume the obligations under this Restrictive 
Covenant upon conveyance of the Restricted 
Property to the Association; (ii) establish a separate 
reserve fund to ensure the Association’s full 
compliance with the terms of this Restrictive 
Covenant; (iii) reevaluate the appropriate amount of 
the separate reserve fund described in item (ii) above 
every two years and maintain a minimum balance of 
$5,000 in the separate reserve fund at all times, such 
fund to initially be funded by [Name of Present 
Declarant], and subject to an automatic increase of 
2% (two percent) at each two-year interval; unless a 
smaller increase is approved by  ACOE, at each two-
year interval; and (iv) perform an internal review 
each year of the status of the land governed by this 
Restrictive Covenant and, in particular, the 
Association’s full compliance with the terms of this 
Restrictive Covenant.  Prior to recordation, the 
CC&Rs shall be submitted to ACOE for approval.  If 
the ACOE does not approve or disapprove any such 
CC&Rs in writing (specifying any reasons for its 
disapproval in writing) within forty-five (45) days of 
submission, the CC&Rs shall be deemed approved. 
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shall not be limited to the following activities:  (1) no less than annually, removal of trash or 
manmade debris, preferably by hand or the least impactive method reasonably feasible, (2) 
annual maintenance of signage and other notification features or similar descriptions, as 
applicable, installed pursuant to Subsection 3(f). 


(b) Declarant shall be responsible for annual restoration of the Restricted Property 
damaged by any activities prohibited by Subsection 4 (a) - (t) herein. 


(c) Declarant shall prepare a monitoring and maintenance report documenting 
activities performed under Subsection 14(a) above, and shall make reports available to ACOE 
upon request. 


(d) When activities are performed pursuant to Subsection 14(b) above, Declarant shall 
retain a qualified Biological Monitor to prepare a Restoration Plan and to oversee/monitor such 
restoration activities.  Declarant shall have its Biological Monitor submit a draft Restoration Plan 
to ACOE for review and approval prior to its implementation.  Upon completion of restoration as 
specified in the approved Restoration Plan, Declarant shall have its Biological Monitor prepare a 
detailed monitoring report, and Declarant shall make the report available to ACOE within thirty 
(30) days of completion of restoration activities.  Declarant and the Biological Monitor shall sign 
the monitoring report.  The report shall document the Biological Monitor’s name and affiliation, 
dates Biological Monitor was present on site, activities observed and their location, Biological 
Monitor’s observations regarding the adequacy of restoration performance by the Declarant, or 
its contractor in accordance with the approved Restoration Plan, and the corrections 
recommended and implemented. 


15. Recordation. Declarant, its successor or assign shall promptly record this instrument in 
the official records of ______ County, Arizona, and provide a copy of the recorded document to 
ACOE.   


16. Estoppel Certificate. Upon request, ACOE shall within fifteen (15) days execute and 
deliver to Declarant, its successor or assign a letter confirming that (a) this Restrictive Covenant 
is in full force and effect, and has not been altered, amended, or otherwise modified (except as 
specifically noted in the letter), (b) there are no pending or threatened enforcement actions 
against Declarant except as disclosed in the letter, (c) to the knowledge of the ACOE, there are 
no uncured violations under the Restrictive Covenant, and no facts or circumstances exist that, 
with the passage of time, could constitute a violation under the Restrictive Covenant, except as 
disclosed in the letter. 


17. General Provisions. 


(a) Controlling Law.  The laws of the United States and the State of Arizona, 
disregarding any conflicts of law principles of such state, shall govern the interpretation and 
performance of this Restrictive Covenant. 


(b) Liberal Construction.  Any general rule of construction to the contrary 
notwithstanding, this Restrictive Covenant shall be liberally construed in favor of the deed to 
effect the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant.  If any provision in this instrument is found to be 


Comment [A3]: Modify based on long-term 
management plan. 
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ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant that would 
render the provision valid shall be favored over any interpretation that would render it invalid. 


(c) Severability.  If a court of competent jurisdiction voids or invalidates on its face 
any provision of this Restrictive Covenant, such action shall not affect the remainder of this 
Restrictive Covenant.  If a court of competent jurisdiction voids or invalidates the application of 
any provision of this Restrictive Covenant to a person or circumstance, such action shall not 
affect the application of the provision to other persons or circumstances. 


(d) No Forfeiture.  Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or reversion of 
Declarant’s title in any respect. 


(e) Successors and Assigns.  The covenants, terms, conditions, and restrictions of this 
Restrictive Covenant shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto and 
their respective personal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns and shall continue as a 
servitude running in perpetuity with the Restricted Property. The covenants hereunder also 
benefit ACOE, as a third party beneficiary of this Restrictive Covenant. 


(f) Termination of Rights and Obligations.  Except as otherwise expressly set forth in 
this Restrictive Covenant and provided the transfer was consistent with the terms of this 
Restrictive Covenant, a party’s rights and obligations under this Restrictive Covenant shall 
terminate upon transfer of the party’s interest in the Restrictive Covenant or Restricted Property 
(respectively), except that liability for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive 
transfer.  However, in those provisions where the term “[Name of Present Declarant]” is used in 
this Restrictive Covenant, and not the term “Declarant,” those provisions shall be called 
“Specific Obligations” and shall apply exclusively to the [Name of Present Declarant] and shall 
not be transferred to the conservation organization upon conveyance of the [Name of Present 
Declarant] interest in the Restrictive Covenant or Restricted Property.  If the [Name of Present 
Declarant] conveys its interest in the Project to a bona fide purchaser, the Specific Obligations 
are assumed by such bona fide purchaser by virtue of this Restrictive Covenant. 


(g) Captions.  The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for 
convenience of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect upon 
construction or interpretation. 


(h) No Hazardous Materials Liability.   


(1) Declarant represents and warrants that to Declarant’s actual knowledge 
there has been no release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials (defined below) or 
underground storage tanks existing, generated, treated, stored, used, released, disposed of, 
deposited or abandoned in, on, under, or from the Restricted Property, or transported to or from 
or affecting the Restricted Property.  Without limiting the obligations of Declarant under 
Subsection 8(b) herein, Declarant hereby releases and agrees to indemnify, protect and hold 
harmless the Third Party Beneficiary Indemnified Parties (defined in Subsection 8(b)) against 
any and all Claims (defined in Subsection 8(b)) arising from or connected with any Hazardous 
Materials present, or otherwise alleged to be present, on the Restricted Property at any time, 
except that this release and indemnification shall be inapplicable to the Third Party Beneficiary 
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Indemnified Parties with respect to any Hazardous Materials placed, disposed or released by 
third party beneficiaries, their employees or agents.  This release and indemnification includes, 
without limitation, Claims for (i) injury to or death of any person or physical damage to any 
property; and (ii) the violation or alleged violation of, or other failure to comply with, any 
Environmental Laws (defined below).  


(2) Despite any contrary provision of this Restrictive Covenant, the parties do 
not intend this Restrictive Covenant to be, and this Restrictive Covenant shall not be, construed 
such that it creates in or gives ACOE any of the following: 


(i) The obligations or liabilities of an “owner” or “operator,” as those 
terms are defined and used in Environmental Laws (defined below), including, without 
limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 
1980, as amended (42 U.S.C. Section 9601 et seq.; hereinafter, “CERCLA”); or 


(ii) The obligations or liabilities of a person described in 42 U.S.C. 
Section 9607(a)(3) or (4); or 


(iii) The obligations of a responsible person under any applicable 
Environmental Laws; or 


(iv) The right to investigate and remediate any Hazardous Materials 
associated with the Restricted Property; or 


(v) Any control over Declarant's ability to investigate, remove, 
remediate or otherwise clean up any Hazardous Materials associated with the Restricted 
Property. 


(3) The term “Hazardous Materials” includes, without limitation, (i) 
material that is flammable, explosive or radioactive; (ii) petroleum products, including by-
products and fractions thereof; and (iii) hazardous materials, hazardous wastes, hazardous or 
toxic substances, or related materials defined in CERCLA, the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. Section 6901 et seq.); the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (49 
U.S.C. Section 5101 et seq.); Title 49 of Arizona Revised Statutes, and in the regulations adopted 
and publications promulgated pursuant to them, or any other applicable federal, state or local 
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders now in effect or enacted after the date of this 
Restrictive Covenant. 


(4) The term “Environmental Laws” includes, without limitation, any 
federal, state, local or administrative agency statute, ordinance, rule, regulation, order or 
requirement relating to pollution, protection of human health or safety, the environment or 
Hazardous Materials.  Declarant represents, warrants and covenants to ACOE that activities upon 
and use of the Restricted Property by Declarant, its agents, employees, invitees and contractors 
will comply with all Environmental Laws. 


(i) Additional Interests. Declarant shall not grant any additional easements, rights of 
way or other interests in the surface or subsurface of the Restricted Property (other than a 
security interest that is subordinate to this Restrictive Covenant), or grant or otherwise abandon 
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or relinquish any water rights relating to the Restricted Property, without first obtaining the 
written consent of ACOE.  ACOE may withhold such consent if it determines that the proposed 
interest or transfer is inconsistent with the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant or will impair or 
interfere with the Conservation Values of the Restricted Property.  This Section shall not prohibit 
transfer of a fee or leasehold interest in the Restricted Property that is subject to this Restrictive 
Covenant and complies with Section 11.  Declarant, its successors and assigns shall record any 
additional easements or other interests in the Restricted Property approved by the ACOE in the 
official records of ______ County, Arizona, and provide a copy of the recorded document to the 
ACOE. 


(j) ACOE Benefited Party.  Except for Subsection 17(e), the terms of this Restrictive 
Covenant are for the benefit of the ACOE only and are not for the benefit of any other party. 


(k) Extinguishment.  If circumstances arise in the future that render the Purpose of the 
Restrictive Covenant impossible to accomplish, the Restrictive Covenant can only be terminated 
or extinguished, in whole or in part, by judicial proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction. 


(l) Warranty.  Declarant represents and warrants that there are no outstanding 
mortgages, liens, encumbrances or other interests in the Restricted Property (including, without 
limitation, mineral interests) which have not been expressly subordinated to this Restrictive 
Covenant, and that the Restricted Property is not subject to any other Conservation Easement. 


(m) Change of Conditions.  If one or more of the Purpose of this Restrictive Covenant 
may no longer be accomplished, such failure of purpose shall not be deemed sufficient cause to 
terminate the entire Restrictive Covenant as long as any other purpose of the Restrictive 
Covenant may be accomplished.  In addition, the inability to carry on any or all of the permitted 
uses, or the unprofitability of doing so, shall not impair the validity of this Restrictive Covenant 
or be considered grounds for its termination or extinguishment.  Declarant agrees that global 
warming and climate change-caused effects shall not be a basis for termination of this Restrictive 
Covenant. 


(n) Funding.  Before the execution and recordation of this Restrictive Covenant, the 
[Name of Present Declarant] shall pay ________________ DOLLARS AND NO/100’s 
DOLLARS ($_______________) to [Name of Endowment Holder] to endow the long-term 
management obligations of the Restrictive Covenant. ACOE shall have the right to review and 
approve the terms of the endowment management agreement, which shall be executed 
concurrently with this Restrictive Covenant. 


 


 


* * * Signatures on following page. * * *  
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF Declarant has executed this Restrictive Covenant the 
day and year first above written and agrees to be bound by the terms and provisions hereof. 


 
“Declarant” NAME,  


A _________ corporation  


 By: _________________________  
  [name and title] 
 


 
 


[ATTACH NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT] 
 







 


 


Appendix F 


Resources and Forms 
  







  ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. ___________________ 


Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit - Form #1  Rev. 2/21/2013 


 


PARADISE RIDGE 


 


ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF  


CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 


TERMS AND CONDITIONS, AND SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 


 


 


The undersigned hereby acknowledges that on the date stated below he/she/it has received and 


reviewed, in the entirety, the following documents: 


 


(1) Clean Water Act Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF; and 


 


(2) Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Arizona State Land 


Department of Environmental Quality dated April 4, 2012. 


 


 


Name of Entity:________________________________________________________________________ 


Mailing address of Entity:________________________________________________________________ 


Phone number:________________________________________________________________________ 


 


______________________________________________ ________________________________ 


Signature        Date 


 


_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Printed name, title and authority of signer 


 


 


 


 


 


State of __________________________  ) 


      ) 


County of ________________________  ) 


 


 


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 


 


by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 


 


 


 


 


 


_____________________________   (seal)  


Notary Public 


 







 ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. _________________ 


     


Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit – Form #2      rev. 2/21/2013 


PARADISE RIDGE 


 


CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT, & 


CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 


 


TRANSFER VALIDATION FORM 


PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 


 


 


 


 


 


 If either the structures or work authorized by this permit are still in existence or the activities 


authorized under this permit are uncompleted at the time of property transfer, the terms and conditions of 


this permit pertaining to such property will be fully assumed by and continue to be legally binding upon the 


transferee of the property. To validate the transfer of this permit and the associated liabilities associated 


with compliance with its terms and conditions, have the transferee sign and date below. 


 


 


 


 


______________________________________  ________________ 


Transferee       Date 


 


 


 


 


 


State of __________________________  ) 


      ) 


County of ________________________  ) 


 


 


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 


 


by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


_____________________________   (seal)  


Notary Public 


 







  ASLD INSTRUMENT NO. ___________________ 


  


Paradise Ridge CWA Section 404 Permit – Form #3  Rev.2/21/2013 


PARADISE RIDGE 


 


CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA) SECTION 404 INDIVIDUAL PERMIT 


& CWA SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 


TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 


PERMIT NO. 1999-16129-RWF 


 


I have read the CWA Section 404 Individual Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF in its entirety. I understand the contents 


and acknowledge my responsibility to ensure compliance with all of the general and special conditions contained 


therein. I understand that any violation of the permit is enforceable by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. I further 


understand that the mitigation bond will be used to pay for any and all features of the natural and/or reconstructed 


riparian wash corridors that I do not successfully complete. Furthermore, I have also read the terms and conditions 


of the CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality dated 


April 4, 2012. I understand that any violation of the certification is enforceable by the U.S. Environmental 


Protection Agency.   


 


If either the structures or work authorized by this permit are still in existence or the activities authorized under this 


permit are uncompleted at the time of property transfer, the terms and conditions of this permit pertaining to such 


property will be fully assumed by and continue to be legally binding upon the transferee of the property. As a 


Transferee or Project Manager/Engineer of Permit No. 1999-16129-RWF, I agree to comply with the terms and 


conditions & the associated liabilities. 


 


1. Print the name of the Transferee (owner/lessee)_______________________________________________ 


Company/firm name_____________________________________________________________________ 


Complete address_______________________________________________________________________ 


Phone number ___________________________  


 


_______________________________________ __________  ______________ 


Signature of Transferee       Date  


 


2. Print the name of the Project Manager/Engineer _____________________________________________ 


Company/Firm name __________________________________________________________________ 


Complete address _____________________________________________________________________ 


Phone number ___________________________   


 


_______________________________________ __________  ________________ 


 Signature of Project Manager/Engineer     Date  


 


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___
th
 day of ________________, 20_____, 


by _______________________________________ (name of person acknowledging). 


 


_____________________________   (seal)  


Notary Public 


 
3. Attach the following: 


 Project Schedule including tasks, duration (in weeks), estimated starting date, estimated completion date.  


 List of contractor(s), address(es), phone number(s).  


 Project Location Map, and maps & detailed drawings depicting location and proposed development. 


 A memo describing the mitigation and/or historic obligation associated with the subject property. 


 


4. Return this original form and 1 copy, including the attachments to: Engineering Section, Arizona State Land 


Department, 1616 West Adams Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007.  


 


5. Retain a copy for your files. 







Please make check payable to:  ASLD Maintenance Fund 


 


PARADISE RIDGE 
 


MAINTENANCE FUND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 


 
 
 


PARCEL NUMBER:  __________________ 
 
NO. OF ACRES:  ____________  x $50.00/acre =  $ ___________________ 
 
 
The Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) has set up a trust account for the express purpose of 


funding continuing irrigation, maintenance, and monitoring activities for the Paradise Ridge 


Development Project.   


 


This is to acknowledge receipt of $_______________ from __________________________ 


(Transferee) for deposit into the Maintenance Fund.  This deposit shall be non-refundable. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


______________________________  ________________________________  


Transferee Arizona State Land Department 


 


 


 







 


 


 


Online Resources: 
 


Arizona Department of Agriculture - http://agriculture.az.gov  
 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality - http://www.azdeq.gov/ 
 
Arizona Game & Fish Department - https://www.azgfd.com/ 


 
Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) – https://land.az.gov/ 
 


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – http://www.spl.usace.army.mil/ 



http://agriculture.az.gov/

http://www.azdeq.gov/

https://www.azgfd.com/

https://land.az.gov/

http://www.spl.usace.army.mil/
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